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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A. (“ZON OPTIMUS” or “Company”) is an open company, which issues shares that 

are admitted for trading on the NYSE Euronext Lisbon regulated market. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS is firmly committed to creating sustainable value for its shareholders and stakeholders.  

 

Seeing corporate governance as a means to optimising company performance and, hence, as a real tool for 

competition and value creation, ZON OPTIMUS aims to be a national and international benchmark, not only 

in the governance model, but also in the way it discloses company information to interested parties, 

permanently and actively improving its practices in this area. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS corporate governance practice, is the result of a commitment that is acknowledged 

throughout the entire organisation. It is based on the following principles:  

 

i) commitment to the shareholders;  

ii) ethics; 

iii) transparency;  

iv) independence;  

v) supervision; and 

vi) risk management. 

 

 

On 26 August 2013, the Competition Regulator announced it did not oppose the merger between ZON 

Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações e Multimédia, SGPS, S.A. (“ZON”) and OPTIMUS – SGPS, S.A. 

(“OPTIMUS”). All the legal and administrative procedures were in place to conclude the process on 27 

August.  

 

The merger took the form of a complete incorporation, which implied transferring all assets belonging to 

OPTIMUS, as the incorporated company, to ZON – thereafter ZON OPTIMUS – as the incorporating 

company.  

 

Following the merger, ZON OPTIMUS increased its share capital from 3,090,968.28 euros (three million, 

ninety thousand, nine hundred and sixty eight euros and twenty eight cents) to 5,151,613.80 euros (five 

million, one hundred and fifty one thousand, six hundred and thirteen euros and eighty cents), represented by 

a total  of 515,161,380  ordinary  shares with  a face value  of 0.01 euros  each (206,064,552 of  which  were  
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issued as part of the increase in the share capital). The request to admit the new shares to be traded on the 

Euronext Lisbon regulated market was made on the 28th of August, 2013, and they were admitted on 

September 9th 2013. 

 

Later, on October 1st 2013, there was an Extraordinary General Meeting of ZON OPTIMUS where the new 

corporate bodies were elected for the three-year period 2013/2015. 
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PART I  

 

A. Shareholder structure 
 

I. CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

 

1.  SHARE CAPITAL, NUMBER OF SHARES, CATEGORIES, ADMISSION OR NOT 

TO TRADING 

 

ZON OPTIMUS’ share capital is 5,151,613.80 euros and it is fully subscribed and paid up. The share capital is 

represented by 515,161,380 ordinary shares. 

 

All ZON OPTIMUS shares are admitted for trading on the NYSE Euronext Lisbon regulated market.  

 

 

2. RESTRICTIONS ON THE TRANSFER OF SHARES, SHAREHOLDER 

AGREEMENTS AND LIMITS ON OWNING THE SHARES 

 

There are no statutory limitations or restrictions to the transfer of the shares that represent the share capital 

of ZON OPTIMUS in the company articles.  

 

Notwithstanding, pursuant to the articles of association, shareholders who directly or indirectly compete with 

the activity performed by the companies owned by ZON OPTIMUS, cannot hold shares that represent more 

than 10% of the company’s share capital, without prior authorisation from the General Meeting. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS is aware of a shareholder agreement between shareholders of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., pursuant to 

a communiqué to the market on August 27th 2013. 

 

As disclosed, Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A. (“Sonaecom”), Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, 

B.V. (where Kento and Unitel Internacional are hereinafter jointly referred to as “Grupo KJ”) signed a 

shareholder agreement regarding ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. on December 14th 2012, in which they own the following 

stakes (“Shareholder Agreement”): 

 

a) SONAECOM owns 50% of the share capital and voting rights of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A.; 

 

b) Grupo KJ owns 50% of the share capital and voting rights of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. where 17.35% is 

owned by Kento Holding Limited and 32.65% is owned by Unitel International Holdings, B.V. 
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In turn, ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. – which initially owned 28.81% of the share capital and voting rights of 

ZON - came, after the merger, to own more than 50% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON 

OPTIMUS. 

 

Because of the Shareholder Agreement, this qualified shareholding can be attributed on the one hand to 

Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, B.V., as well as Isabel dos Santos, and, on the other, 

to Sonaecom and to all the latter’s entities in relation of domination and to Belmiro Mendes de Azevedo. 

As disclosed to the market, the “Parties signed the Shareholder Agreement to regulate their legal positions as 

shareholders of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., under the terms summarized below: 

 

 

1. Corporate bodies 

 

1.1. The Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. is to have an even number of members. Sonaecom 

and Grupo KJ each have the right to designate half the members of the Board of Directors, from 

whom the Chairman shall be chosen by agreement between the parties. 

1.2. The Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. can validly meet when at least the majority of its 

members are present and it takes its decisions with the favourable vote of the majority of the 

ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. board directors, always with the favourable vote of at least one of the 

members designated by each party. 

1.3. The Chairman of the Shareholders’ General Meeting and the Secretary of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. shall 

be appointed by agreement between the parties. The General Meeting can only meet on the first 

or second notice, when more than 50% of the share capital of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. is present or 

represented. 

1.4. ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. is to be supervised by an Audit Committee whose members are to be 

designated by agreement between the parties. 

1.5. Any member of the corporate bodies designated under the Shareholder Agreement can be 

removed or replaced at any moment, upon a proposal to this effect by the party that appointed 

them or, if it is a member who was appointed by agreement, by either party, and the other party 

shall vote in favour and conduct all the other acts required for their removal or replacement. 

1.6. The exercise of the right to vote by ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. regarding the designation and election of 

members of the corporate bodies of subsidiary companies or in which ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. has a 

stake, as well as in relation to any other issues, shall be decided by the Board of Directors. 
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2. Divestment of shares 

 

2.1.  The parties shall not transfer the shares that represent the share capital of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. they 

own, nor allow them to be burdened in any way. 

2.2.  The parties shall do what is necessary so that ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. does not transfer ownership of 

the shares that represent the share capital of the company that they come to own and that they 

are not burdened in any way, except for the shares that exceed the amount needed for their 

participation not to become equal or less than half the capital and voting rights in the company. 

2.3.  The parties shall not acquire or own (directly or through people who with them are in any of the 

situations provided in article 20 of the Securities Code) any shares that represent the share 

capital of the company, except through ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. and/or, in the case of Sonaecom, as a 

result of the merger. 

2.4.  Two years after the commercial registration of the merger, Grupo KJ shall have the right to 

acquire from Sonaecom, or who the latter indicates, up to half of the shares representing the 

share capital of the company that Sonaecom and/or the people who with them are in any of the 

situations provided in article 20 of the Securities Code – except for ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. and people 

covered by article 20, point 1 paragraph d) – that are owners, unless the parties agree that, after 

that period, the shares in question shall be acquired by ZOPT, SGSP, S.A.. 

 

 

3. Termination 

 

3.1.  The Shareholder Agreement shall remain in force for an unspecified duration, only terminating, by 

expiry if ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. becomes extinct following its dissolution and liquidation, or if one 

party acquires the shares representing the share capital of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. that belong to the 

other. 

3.2.  In the case of a deadlock and the lack of an agreed solution, or twelve months after the 

commercial registration of the merger, either party has the right to request the dissolution of 

ZOPT, SGSP, S.A.. 

3.3.  In the case of a deadlock, the parties shall try to find an agreed solution to the matter and each 

party shall name a representative to that purpose, whose name shall be given to the other party 

within a maximum of five days of the situation occurring. If, in the following fifteen days, the 

deadlock has not been resolved, either party has the right to request the dissolution of ZOPT, 

SGSPS, S.A..” 
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There are no special rules that apply to altering the company’s articles of association and the process to alter 

the articles of ZON OPTIMUS is governed by the legal system in force at the time. 

 

No shareholders have any special rights, nor are there any rules about employee participation in the 

company’s share capital. 

 

 

3. TREASURY STOCK 

 

On 31 December 2013 ZON OPTIMUS owned 403,382 of its own shares, which corresponded to 0.08% of 

the share capital and 0.08% of the voting rights.  

The voting rights inherent in the treasury stock are suspended. 

 

 

4. SIGNIFICANT AGREEMENTS THAT ALTER WITH A CHANGE OF CONTROL 

 

As far as the company Board of Directors is aware, ZON OPTIMUS is not a party to any significant 

agreements that come into force, are altered, or terminate if there is a change of company control [or 

change in the members of the Board of Directors] following a takeover bid, except for normal market practice 

regarding debt issues. 

 

 

5. DEFENSIVE MEASURES 

 

ZON OPTIMUS has not adopted any defensive measures that could automatically cause a serious erosion of 

the company assets in the case of change of control or change to the composition of the Board of Directors. 

 

The company, independently, or in conjunction with other Group companies has signed financing agreements 

with financing entities which foresee the possibility of termination if there are significant alterations in the 

company’s shareholding structure and/or in the respective voting rights. 

 

There are no other significant agreements signed by ZON OPTIMUS or by its subsidiaries that include 

change of control clauses (including following a takeover bid), i.e., that come into force, are altered or 

terminate if there is a change of control, as well as the respective effects.  
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There are no agreements between the company and the board members or other ZON OPTIMUS senior 

managers, in the sense of article 248-B point 3 of the Securities Code, that foresee compensation in the 

case of dismissal, unfair dismissal or termination of the labour relation following any change in company 

control. 

 

 

Measures that could interfere with the success of a takeover bid 

 

ZON OPTIMUS has not adopted any measures to impede the success of takeover bids contrary to the 

interests of the company and its shareholders. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS does not believe there are any clauses that could automatically cause erosion to the 

company’s assets in the case of a transfer of control or of a change to the composition of the board. 
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II. SHAREHOLDINGS AND BONDS 

 

7. OWNERS OF QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDINGS AND EVOLUTION OF ZON 

OPTIMUS / PSI20 SHARE PRICES 

 

Pursuant to article 9 number 1 paragraph c) of Regulation 5/2008 from the Portuguese Stock Exchange 

Commission (CMVM), there is information below regarding qualified shareholdings by third parties in the 

share capital of ZON OPTIMUS that the company has been notified of. 

 

The structure of qualified sharehldings in ZON OPTIMUS that the company was notified of was, on 31 

December 2013, as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following table shows the holding of Banco Português de Investimento, SA (“BPI”) calculated pursuant to 

article 20 number 1 of the Securities Code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fundo de Pensões do Banco BPI 23,287,499 4.52%

BPI Vida - Companhia de Seguros de Vida, SA 57,299 0.01%

Total 23 ,344,798 4.53%

% Share Capi tal  

and Voting Rights
Shareholders Nr.  of Shares

ZOPT, SGPS, SA (1) 257,632,005 50.01%

Sonaecom, SGPS, SA 37,489,324 7.28%

Banco BPI, SA 23,344,798 4.53%

Fundação José Berardo e Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, SA(2)
17,999,249 3.49%

Espírito Santo Irmãos, SGPS, SA (3)
15,455,000 3.00%

Joaquim Alves Ferreira de Oliveira (4)
14,955,684 2.90%

Identi f ied Total 366 ,8 76 ,060 71.22%

(1)Pursuant to Article 20 paragraphs b) and c) and to Article 21of the Portuguese Securities Code, it is assignable a qualified holding of 52,15%of share capital and voting rights of
the Company, calculated in accordance with article 20 of Portuguese Securities Code, to ZOPT, to Sonaecom and to the following entities:

a. Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, BV, as well as to DI Isabel dos Santos, being (i) Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, BV,
companies directly or indirectly controlled by DI Isabel dos Santos, and ii) ZOPT, a company jointly controlled by its shareholders Kento Holding Limited, Unitel International
Holdings, BV and Sonaecom considering the shareholders agreement celebrated between them;

b. To entities in a control relationship with Sonaecom, namely, SONTEL, BV, Sonae Investments, BV, SONAE, SGPS, S.A., EFANOR INVESTIMENTOS, SGPS, S.A. and DI
Belmiro Mendes de Azevedo, also considering the referred control relationship and the shareholders agreement mentioned on paragraph a.
(2) José Berardo Foundation holds 14.013.761shares correspondent to 2,72% of the Company's share capital. On the other hand, Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
holds 3.985.488shares correspondent to 0,774%of the Company's share capital. The position of José Berardo Foundation is mutually set to Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.
(3) The voting rights attributable to Espírito Santo Irmãos, SGPS, S.A. are successively attributable to Espírito Santo Industrial, S.A., to Espírito Santo Resources Limited, to
Espírito Santo Internacional, S.A., and to Espírito Santo Control, S.A., companies which, in that order, control Espírito Santo Irmãos.
(4) Voting rights correspondent to 2,90% of the share capital are assigned to Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, since he controls GRIPCOM, SGPS, S.A., and
Controlinveste International S.à.r.l., which hold, respectively, 1,36% and 1,55% of ZON OPTIMUS share capital.

Shareholders  - 31-12-2013 Nr.  of Shares
% Share Capoi tal  

and Voting Rights
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The following table shows the holding of Joaquim Alves Ferreira de Oliveira calculated pursuant to article 20 

number 1 of the Securities Code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The structure of qualified shareholdings in ZON OPTIMUS that the company was notified of is, at the date of 

this report, as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a detailed record of the communications regarding qualified shareholdings on the ZON OPTIMUS 

institutional website, on www.zonoptimus.pt/ir. 

 

 

Evolution of the ZON OPTIMUS / PSI20 share prices 

 

The share price of ZON OPTIMUS ended 2013 at €5.40, which is approximately 81.82% higher than at the 

end of 2012. 

 

Gripcom, SGPS, SA 6,989,704 1.36%

Controlinveste International, S.à.r.l. 7,965,980 1.55%

Total 14 ,955,68 4 2.90%

Shareholders Nr.  of Shares
% Share Cai tal  

and Voting Rights

ZOPT, SGPS, SA (1) 257,632,005 50.01%

Banco BPI, SA 23,344,798 4.53%

Fundação José Berardo e Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, SA(2)
17,999,249 3.49%

Joaquim Alves Ferreira de Oliveira (3)
14,955,684 2.90%

Sonaecom, SGPS, SA (4) 11,012,532 2.14%

Identi f ied Total 324,944,268 63.08 %

(4) Qualified holding in accordance with the results of the Public Offering disclosed by Sonaecom, SGPS, SA on February 20th 2014.

(1) Pursuant to Article 20 paragraphs b) and c) and to Article 21 of the Portuguese Securities Code, it is assignable a qualified holding of 52,15% of share capital and voting rights of 
the Company, calculated in accordance with article 20 of Portuguese Securities Code, to ZOPT, to Sonaecom and to the following entities:

a. Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, BV, as well as to DI Isabel dos Santos, being (i) Kento Holding Limited and Unitel International Holdings, BV,
companies directly or indirectly controlled by DI Isabel dos Santos, and ii) ZOPT, a company jointly controlled by its shareholders Kento Holding Limited, Unitel International
Holdings, BV and Sonaecom considering the shareholders agreement celebrated between them;

b. To entities in a control relationship with Sonaecom, namely, SONTEL, BV, Sonae Investments, BV, SONAE, SGPS, S.A., EFANOR INVESTIMENTOS, SGPS, S.A. and DI
Belmiro Mendes de Azevedo, also considering the referred control relationship and the shareholders agreement mentioned on paragraph a.

(2) José Berardo Foundation holds 14.013.761shares correspondent to 2,72% of the Company's share capital. On the other hand, Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
holds 3.985.488shares correspondent to 0,774%of the Company's share capital. The position of José Berardo Foundation is mutually set to Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.

(3) Voting rights correspondent to 2,90% of the share capital are assigned to Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, since he controls GRIPCOM, SGPS, S.A., and
Controlinveste International S.à.r.l., which hold, respectively, 1,36% and 1,55% of ZON OPTIMUS share capital.

Shareholders  - 25-02-2014 Nr.  of Shares
% Share Capoi tal  

and Voting Rights

http://www.zonoptimus.pt/ir
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The changes in the price of ZON OPTIMUS shares over the year, along with the number of shares traded 

each day is shown in the following chart.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following table shows the year’s main events, such as results presentations, important dates in the 

merger process between ZON Multimédia and OPTIMUS and dividend payments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013, the share price of ZON OPTIMUS reached a maximum of €5.52, and a minimum of €2.959.  

 

 

Date Event
22.01.2013 Full Year 2012 Earnings Announcement
09.05.2013 First Quarter 2013 Earnings Announcement
24.05.2013 Dividend payment for the 2012 financial year 
24.07.2013 First Half 2013 Earnings Announcement
26.08.2013 Portuguese Competition Authority annouced their non-opposition to the merger process
27.08.2013 Formal registration of the ZON OPTIMUS merger
27.08.2013 Change of the corporate name to ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.
27.08.2013 Increase in share capital, through the issue of 206,064,552 new shares
09.09.2013 Listing of 206,046,552 new shares on the Euronext Lisbon regulated market
01.10.2013 EGM approves new Corporate Bodies for 2013-2015
14.11.2013 Third Quarter 2013 Earnings Announcement
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In total, 168,547,128 ZON OPTIMUS shares changed hands in 2013, which corresponds to an average of 

660,969 shares per session – or some 0.13% of the shares issued as of December 31st 2013, or 0.21% of the 

shares issued at the beginning of the year. 

 

The main Portuguese share index, the PSI20, went up 15.98% in 2013, while the Spanish index, the IBEX35, 

rose 21.42% compared with the end of 2012. Other international indexes performed well in 2013 with the 

FTSE100 (United Kingdom), CAC40 (France) and Dax (Germany) climbing 14.43%, 17.99%, and 22.80%, 

respectively. The Dow Jones EuroStoxx 50 gained 17.95% in 2013.  

 

At the end of 2012 ZON OPTIMUS directly held a total of 401,523 own shares. 

 

 

During the year of 2013 the following own shares transactions occurred, summarinzed in the table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a result, ZON OPTIMUS held directly 403,382 own shares at the end of 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

Description No. of shares
Initial Value 401,523
Acquisition for staff shares plan         1,005,397
Staff shares plans       (1,003,538)
End Balance 403,382
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8. SHARES AND BONDS HELD BY MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

AND THE AUDIT COMMITTEE  

 

 

 

Name Position/Job Title Shares Balance 31-12-2013  Bonds Balance 31-12-2013
Acquisitions Conveyances Unit Price Date

Jorge Manuel de Brito Pereira Chairman of the Board of Directors - - - - 0 0

Miguel Nuno Santos Almeida Chairman of the Executive Committee - - - - 0 0

3,187 - 3.152 € 31-01-2013

1,062 - 3.286 € 12-04-2013

1,062 - 3.237 € 15-04-2013

40,000 - 3.820 € 08-07-2013

- 25,888 * 25-07-2013

- 30,000 4.370 € 31-07-2013

- 40,000 4.700 € 03-10-2013

3,187 - 3.152 € 31-01-2013

1,062 - 3.286 € 12-04-2013

1,062 - 3.237 € 15-04-2013

40,000 - 3.820 € 08-07-2013

- 22,202 * 07-10-2013

- 20,729 4.700 € 08-10-2013

Miguel Veiga Martins Executive Member - - - - 0 0

Manuel Ramalho Eanes Executive Member - - - - 0 0

300 3.152 € 31-01-2013

600 3.286 € 12-04-2013

600 3.237 € 15-04-2013

5,000 3.820 € 08-07-2013

Ana Paula Garrido de Pina Marques Executive Member - - - - 0 0

Ângelo Gabriel Ribeirinho dos Santos Paupério (1) Non-executive Member - - - - 0

Sonaecom, SGPS, SA 37,489,324 - - 28-08-2013 37,489,324

89,056,777 - - 27-08-2013

168,575,228 - - 28-08-2013

António Bernardo Aranha da Gama Lobo Xavier (2) Non-executive Member - - - - 0 0

Sonaecom, SGPS, SA 37,489,324 - - 28-08-2013 37,489,324 0

António Domingues (3) Non-executive Member - - - - 0

Grupo BPI 458,886 542,686 - - 23,344,798

Catarina Eufémia Amorim da Luz Tavira Non-executive Member - - - - 0 0

Fernando Fortuny Martorell Non-executive Member - - - - 0 0

Isabel dos Santos (4) Non-executive Member - - - -

89,056,777 - - 27-08-2013

168,575,228 - - 28-08-2013

Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira (5) Non-executive Member - - - - 0

Controlinveste International, Sarl - - - - 7,965,980

Gripcom, SGPS, SA. - - - - 6,989,704

Lorena Solange Fernandes da Silva Fernandes Non-executive Member - - - - 0 0

Maria Cláudia Teixeira de Azevedo (6) Non-executive Member - - - - 0

Sonaecom, SGPS, SA 37,489,324 - - 28-08-2013 37,489,324

89,056,777 - - 27-08-2013

168,575,228 - - 28-08-2013

Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva (7) Non-executive Member - - - - 0

89,056,777 - - 27-08-2013

168,575,228 - - 28-08-2013

5,469 - 3.152 € 31-01-2013

1,823 - 3.286 € 12-04-2013

1,823 - 3.237 € 15-04-2013

44,625 - 3.820 € 08-07-2013

187,681 - 4.530 € 02-10-2013

- 839,141 * 03-10-2013

Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto Chairman of the Supervisory Board - - - - 0 0

Eugénio Luís Lopes Franco Ferreira Member of the Supervisory Board - - - - 0 0

Nuno Tiago Bandeira de Sousa Pereira Member of the Supervisory Board - - - - 0 0

Luís Filipe da Silva Ferreira Alternate Member of the Supervisory Board - - - - 0 0

PriceWaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, Lda Statutory Auditor - - - - 0 0

Hermínio António Paulos Afonso Statutory Auditor - - - - 0 0

Jorge Manuel Santos Costa Statutory Auditor - - - - 0 0

José Manuel Henriques Bernardo Alternate Statutory Auditor - - - - 0 0

* Whereas the existance of more than one transaction on this date, refferral is made to the consultation of the detailed unit price of the same on the releases disclosed to the market on this purpose.

(4) Isabel dos Santos is a Member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS ,S.A., company holding a share correspondet to 50,01% of the share capital and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.

(7) Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva is a Member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., company holding on December 31st 2013 a share correspondent to 50,01% of the capital share and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.

0

30

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

257,632,005ZOPT, SGPS, SA

(2) António Bernardo Aranha da Gama Lobo Xavier is a Member of the Board of Directors and a Member of the Eecutive Committee of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A., company holding on December 31st 2013 a share correspondent to 7,28% of the share capital and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.

(6) Maria Cláudia Teixeira de Azevedo is a Member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., company holding on December 31st 2013 a share correspondent to 50,01% of the capital share and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A., and a Member of the Board of Directors and a Member of the Executive 
Committee of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A., company holding a share correspondent to 7,28% of the capital share and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.

Non-executive Member

ZOPT, SGPS, SA

ZOPT, SGPS, SA

50,000

(3) António Domingues is a Member of the Board of companies belonging to BPI Group that, on December 31st 2013, held 23.344.798 shares of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A.

(5) Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira holds indirectly more than half of the capital share of Controlinveste International, Sarl, that held, on December 31st 2013, a total of 7.965.980 shares of ZON Multimédia. Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira holds indirectly more than half of the capital share of 
Gripcom - SGPS, S.A., that held, on December 31st 2013, a block of 6.989.704 shares of ZON Multimédia.

José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa Executive Member 100,000

0

(1) Ângelo Gabriel Ribeirinho dos Santos Paupério is a Member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS,SA , company holding on December31st 2013 a sharecorrespondent to 50,01%of the sharecapital and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS,SA and a Member of the Board of Directors and a Member of the
Executive Committee of Sonaecom, SGPS, SA, company holding on December 31st 2013 a share correspondent to 7,28% of the share capital and of the voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, SA.

Rodrigo Jorge de Araújo Costa

2013 Transactions

257,632,005

7,700André Nuno Malheiro dos Santos Almeida Executive Member -

Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes Vice-Chairman of the Eecutive Committee

257,632,005

ZOPT, SGPS, SA 257,632,005
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9. SPECIAL POWERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

The company’s Board of Directors exercises the legal and statutory powers they are attributed. 

According to article 16 of the articles of association, the Board of Directors is especially responsible for 

managing the company business and namely: 

 

a) The acquisition, divestment, leasing and burdening of moveable assets and property, 

commercial establishments, shareholdings and vehicles; 

b) Signing financing agreements and loans including internal or external and medium and long-

term; 

c) Representing the company legally in court and outside courts, actively and passively, with 

power/mandate to quit, settle and admit any lawsuits as well as to sign arbitration conventions; 

d) Appointing attorneys with the powers they judge necessary, including the powers to delegate; 

e) Approving the activity plans and the investment and operating budgets; 

f) Replacing board directors who are definitively absent, by co-option; 

g) Drawing up stock option regulations for the members of the Board of Directors and for 

employees in posts of high responsibility and submitting them to the General Meeting; 

h) Designating other persons, individuals or companies, to sit on the corporate bodies of 

companies where the company has a stake; and 

i) Deciding whether the company should provide technical and/or financial support to companies 

which it has a stake in; 

j) Exercising any other powers that are attributed to it by the General Meeting. 

 

The company articles of association do not foresee any special powers for the Board of Directors regarding 

decisions on increasing the share capital.  

Additionally, pursuant to the provisions of article 17 number 1 of the articles of association, the Board of 

Directors can delegate day-to-day management of the company to an Executive Committee. 
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10. RELEVANT/MATERIAL COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH OWNERS OF 

QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDINGS 

 

ZON OPTIMUS had no significant operation or business, in economic terms for any of the parties involved, 

with members of the corporate or supervisory bodies or companies that are in a relation of domination or 

group, that were not conducted under normal market conditions for similar operations and that were not part 

of the company’s current activity. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS did not conduct any business or operation with the owners of the qualified shareholding or 

entities that with them are in any relation pursuant to article 20 of the Securities Code, outside normal 

market conditions. 

 

The company regularly signed operations and agreements with various entities within the ZON OPTIMUS 

group. These operations were conducted under normal market terms for similar operations and were part of 

the contracting companies’ current activities. 

 

The company also regularly signs financial operations and agreements with various credit institutions that 

own qualified shareholdings in its capital, which are, however, conducted under the normal market terms for 

similar operations and are part of the contracting companies’ current activities. 

 

In this matter, the procedures and criteria that apply to the intervention of the Audit Committee in taking 

decisions as to the business dealings with qualified shareholders are detailed in points 89, 90 and 91 below in 

this report. 
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B. Corporate Bodies and Commissions 
 

I. GENERAL MEETING 

 

11.  COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD OF THE SHAREHOLDER MEETING 

 

 

Pursuant to article 12 number 1 of ZON OPTIMUS’ articles of association, the board of the shareholder 

meeting is composed of a chairman and a secretary. 

 

The board of the shareholder meeting is composed as follows: 

 

• Pedro Canastra de Azevedo Maia (Chairman) 

• Tiago Antunes da Cunha Ferreira de Lemos (Secretary) 

 

The term of office of the members of the board of the shareholders meeting is three years.  

The current term began on 1 October 2013, with the election of the corporate bodies at an Extraordinary 

General Meeting for the three years 2013/2015. The current members of the board of the shareholder 

meeting were elected for the first time. 

 

The General Meeting, composed of shareholders with voting rights, meets at least once a year, pursuant to 

the provisions in article 376 of the Companies’ Code (“CSC”). Pursuant to articles 23-A of the Securities 

Code and 375 of the CSC, a General Meeting is also held whenever convened by the chairman of the board 

of shareholder meeting, on request from the Board of Directors or the Audit Committee or by shareholders 

who represent at least 2% of the share capital, and even in the special cases provided by law, when convened 

by the Board do Directors’ Audit Commission. 

 

Pursuant to article 21-B of the Securities Code, the notice to hold a General Meeting is published with at least 

21 days’ notice on the portal of the Ministry of Justice (http://publicacoes.mj.pt). The notice is also published 

on the company website, the information broadcasting system of the Portuguese Stock Exchange 

Commission (CMVM) (www.cmvm.pt) and the Euronext Lisbon website. 

 

The board of the shareholder meeting is provided with all the resources needed to perform their duties, 

namely with assistance from the company’s general secretary. 
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In 2013, and up until the election of the corporate bodies on October 1st 2013, at the Extraordinary General 

Meeting, the board of the shareholder meeting was composed of: 

• Júlio de Castro Caldas (Chairman) 

• Maria Fernanda Carqueja Alves de Ribeirinho Beato (Secretary) 

 

In 2013, the then chairman and secretary were paid 12,500 Euros and 7,500 Euros as fees for the five 

meetings. 

 

 

 

12. VOTING RIGHT RESTRICTIONS 

 

Pursuant to the company’s articles of association, there are no restrictions on voting rights.  

Pursuant to article 11 of the company’s articles of association, shareholders with voting rights can attend the 

General Meetings. 

Every 100 shares corresponds to a vote.  

 

The law and articles of association state that shareholders with voting rights who, on the registration date, 

which is at 0:00 (GMT) on the fifth trading day before the General Meeting, own shares that grant them at 

least one vote pursuant to the law and the company articles and who comply with the legal formalities as 

described in the corresponding notice, have the right to participate, discuss and vote at the General Meeting. 

 

The shareholdings, as a whole, are not subject to limits on the respective voting power, as there are no upper 

limits on voting. Additionally, considering the relationship of proportionality there is no time lag between the 

right to receive dividends or to subscribe new securities and the voting right. 

Legally, shareholders with fewer shares than they need for voting rights, can join together to reach the 

required number or more and be represented at the General Meeting by one of these shareholders. 
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13. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VOTES FOR ANY SHAREHOLDER 

 

Pursuant to the company’s articles of association, there is no limit on the number of votes that can be held or 

exercised by each shareholder. 

 

Notwithstanding, pursuant to article 9 of the articles of association, shareholders that directly or indirectly 

conduct any activity that competes with the companies owned by the company, cannot own ordinary shares 

that represent more than 10% of the company share capital without prior authorisation from the General 

Meeting. For this purpose, competing activity is understood to be an activity that is actually provided on the 

same market with the same services as those provided by companies owned by the company. 

Indirect competing activity is by who, directly or indirectly, owns at least 10% of the capital in a company that 

performs the activity pursuant to the previous point or who is held by them in the same percentage. 

 

 

 

 

14. MATTERS REQUIRING A SUPER QUORUM UNDER THE ARTICLES OF 

ASSOCIATION 

 

Pursuant to article 13 of the articles of association, notwithstanding the qualified majority provided by law, the 

General Meeting takes its decisions by the simple majority of votes issued. 

The General Meeting can run at a first meeting so long as shareholders representing more than 50% of the 

share capital are present or represented. 

 

The ZON OPTIMUS articles of association do not, therefore, set any super quorum greater than that provided 

by law.  
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II. ADMINISTRATION AND OVERSIGHT 

 

15. IDENTIFICATION OF THE GOVERNANCE MODEL 

 

Up until 30 September 2013, the company had adopted the Anglo-Saxon governance model, i.e. the model 

where the company administration and supervision fell to a Board of Directors and an a Board-appointed 

Audit Commission (composed exclusively of non-executive directors) and a statutory auditor, as defined in 

article 278 number 1 paragraph b) of the CSC.  

In turn, the Board of Directors of what was then ZON Multimédia (now ZON OPTIMUS) delegated the day-to-

day running of the company to an Executive Committee. 

In compliance with applicable legal or regulatory demands and with the specific purpose of being able to 

benefit from a series of reflections, recommendations and suggestions focused and issued by a specifically 

targeted structure to analyse them – always with merely ancillary roles, leaving the decisions solely up to the 

administration body – the Board of Directors of what was then ZON Multimédia (now ZON OPTIMUS) 

created, apart from the Executive Committee, a Corporate Governance Commission and a Commission for 

Nominations and Evaluations. 

 

Following the merger mentioned earlier, considering that it would be beneficial to adopt an administration 

and supervision structure that was similar to the models previously followed by one of the merger companies, 

so as to facilitate its integration and reorganisation, ZON OPTIMUS decided to adopt a one-tier governance 

model and altered the company articles at the Extraordinary General Meeting on 1 October 2013.  

Pursuant to article 278 number 3 and number 1 paragraph a) and article 413 number 1 paragraph b), both 

from the CSC and article 10 number 1 of the company’s articles of association, the company bodies are the 

General Meeting, the Board of Directors (who manages the company), the Audit Committee and the 

Statutory Auditor (who supervises the company).  
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The ZON OPTIMUS Board of Directors believes this model is fully and effectively implemented and there are 

no constraints on its operations. 

 

In addition, the current governance model has proven to be balanced and open to the adoption of the best 

domestic and international practices in matters of corporate governance. 

 

It is also believed that this governance structure allows the company to work properly, enabling proper 

transparent dialogue between the different corporate bodies and between the company, its shareholders and 

other stakeholders. 

 

Pursuant and for the purposes of article 446-A of the CSC and article 10 number 2 of the company’s articles 

of association, the company secretary and the substitute company secretary are appointed by the Board of 

Directors and have the tasks established by law and cease their mandates with the termination of the Board 

of Directors that appointed them. 

 

On 31 December 2013, the company secretary and substitute company secretary were: 

 

• Company secretary – Sandra Martins Esteves Aires 

• Substitute company secretary – Tiago Jorge Domingues da Mota 

 

Finally, note that up until September 30th 2013, ZON OPTIMUS had adopted the Anglo-Saxon governance 

model, i.e. the model where the company administration and supervision fell to a  Board of Directors  and  an  
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Audit Commission (composed exclusively of non-executive directors) and a statutory auditor, as provided in 

article 278 number 1 paragraph b) of the CSC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. STATUTORY RULES ABOUT THE NOMINATION AND REPLACEMENT OF 

BOARD DIRECTORS 

 

Pursuant to article 15 of the company’s articles of association, the Board of Directors is composed of up to 

twenty three members elected by the General Meeting, which appoints a chairman and if it so wishes, one or 

more vice-chairmen from their number. 

If the General Meeting does not designate a chairman of the Board of Directors, the Board will make the 

appointment. 

One of the company board directors can be elected by the General Meeting pursuant to article 392 number 

1 of the CSC. 

The replacement of a board director, if they cease their job before the end of the term of office, shall comply 

with applicable legal requirements, namely pursuant to article 393 of the Companies’ Code. 

Notwithstanding, article 16 numbers 2 and 3 of the company’s articles of association state that when the 

board director who is definitively absent is the chairman or a vice-chairman, they shall be replaced by 

election at a General Meeting. For this purpose  a  board  director is  considered  to  be  definitively  absent if,  
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during their term of office, they miss two meetings in a row or five in total, without a justification that is 

accepted by the Board of Directors. 

 

 

17. COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Pursuant to article 15 of the company’s articles of association, the Board of Directors is composed of up to 

twenty three members elected by the General Meeting, which appoints a chairman and if so wishes, one or 

more vice-chairmen from their number. 

 

If the General Meeting does not designate a chairman of the Board of Directors, the Board will make the 

appointment. 

 

Article 10 number 3 of the company’s articles of association state that when the law or the articles do not set 

a specific number of members on a corporate body, this number shall be established, case by case, by the 

decision to elect, corresponding to the number of members elected. This does not affect, pursuant to point 4 

of the same article, the possibility of changing the number of the corporate body members during the term 

of office, up to the legal or statutory limit.  

 

The members of the ZON OPTIMUS corporate bodies and other bodies keep their posts for renewable 

periods of three calendar years, and the calendar year of their appointment counts as a complete year. 

 

The current Board of Directors was elected at the Extraordinary General Meeting on 1 October 2013, for the 

three years 2013/2015, and at the date of the election, it was composed of 19 board directors with Jorge 

Manuel de Brito Pereira appointed as chairman of the board. 
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Composition of the Board of Directors at 31 December 2013 

 

 

 

 
Board of 
Directors 

Executive 
Committee 

Non-executive 
director 

First appointed and end of 
term of office 

Jorge de Brito Pereira Chairman --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Miguel Almeida Member Chairman --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Luís Lopes Member Vice- Chairman -- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2015 

José Pedro Pereira da 
Costa 

Member Member --- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2015 

Ana Paula Marques  Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

André Almeida Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Manuel Ramalho Eanes Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Miguel Veiga Martins Member Member --- 
27/12/2012 
31/12/2015 

Ângelo Paupério Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

António Lobo Xavier  Member l --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

António Domingues  Member --- X 
01/09/2004 
31/12/2015 

Catarina Tavira  Member --- X 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2015 

Fernando Martorell  Member --- X 
07/11/2008 
31/12/2015 

Isabel dos Santos Member --- X 
31/01/2008 
31/12/2015 

Joaquim Oliveira  Member --- X 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2015 

Lorena Fernandes  Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Maria Cláudia Azevedo  Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Mário Leite da Silva Member --- X 
19/04/2010 
31/12/2015 

Rodrigo Costa Member --- X 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2015 
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The market was notified on December 31st 2013 that Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes had resigned on 

December 30th 2013, as a member of the Board of Directors and inherently as Vice-Chairman of the 

Executive Committee of ZON OPTIMUS. 

 

Pursuant to article 404 number 2 of the Companies’ Code, as there was no designation or election of a 

substitute, the resignation took effect on 31 January 2014. 

 

As a consequence, as of 31 January 2014, the Board of Directors had only 18 directors as shown below: 

 

 

 
Board of 

Directors 

Executive 

Committee 

Non-executive 

director 
First appointed and end of term 

of office 

Jorge de Brito Pereira Chairman --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Miguel Almeida Member Chairman --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

José Pedro Pereira da 
Costa 

Member Vice- Chairman -- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2015 

Miguel Veiga Martins Member Vice- Chairman -- 
27/12/2012 
31/12/2015 

Ana Paula Marques Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

André Almeida Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Manuel Ramalho Eanes Member Member --- 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Ângelo Paupério Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

António Lobo Xavier Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

António Domingues Member --- X 
01/09/2004 
31/12/2015 

Catarina Tavira Member --- X 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2015 

Fernando Martorell Member --- X 
07/11/2008 
31/12/2015 

Isabel dos Santos Member --- X 
31/01/2008 
31/12/2015 

Joaquim Oliveira Member --- X 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2015 

Lorena Fernandes Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Maria Cláudia Azevedo Member --- X 
01/10/2013 
31/12/2015 

Mário Leite da Silva Member --- X 
19/04/2010 
31/12/2015 

Rodrigo Costa Member --- X 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2015 
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Up to September 30th 2013, the ZON OPTIMUS Board of Directors was composed of the 17 members below: 

 

 

 Board of Directors 
Executive 

Committee 
Non-executive director 

Independentes 

First appointed 
and end of term 

of office 

Daniel Proença de 
Carvalho 

Chairman --- X 
20/06/2007 
31/12/2012 

Rodrigo Costa Member Chairman --- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2012 

José Pedro Pereira da 
Costa 

Member Member --- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2012 

Luís Lopes Member Member --- 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2012 

Duarte Calheiros Member Member --- 
14/05/2003 
31/12/2012 

Fernando Fortuny 
Martorell 

Member --- --- 
07/11/2008 
31/12/2012 

António Domingues Member --- --- 
01/09/2004 
31/12/2012 

László Cebrian Member --- X 
21/09/2007 
31/12/2012 

Vítor Gonçalves Member --- X 
20/06/2007 
31/12/2012 

Paulo Mota Pinto Member --- X 
21/04/2008 
31/12/2012 

Nuno Silvério Marques Member --- X 
20/06/2007 
31/12/2012 

Joaquim Oliveira Member --- --- 
31/01/2008 
31/12/2012 

Mário Leite da Silva Member --- --- 
19/04/2010 
31/12/2012 

Isabel dos Santos Member --- --- 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2012 

Catarina da Luz Tavira Member --- --- 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2012 

André Palmeiro Ribeiro Member --- --- 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2012 

Miguel Veiga Martins Member --- --- 
27/11/2012 
31/12/2012 
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18. DISTINCTION BETWEEN EXECUTIVE AND NON-EXECUTIVE (AND 

INDEPENDENT) DIRECTORS 

 

Pursuant to article 17 number 1 of the company’s articles of association, the ZON OPTIMUS Board of 

Directors, elected at the Extraordinary General Meeting on October 1st 2013, approved on its 2nd meeting 

that, from the 19 elected members, an Executive Committee composed of 7 members would be created. 

 

In order to maximise the pursuit of the company’s interests, the administrative body is composed of a 

number of non-executive members who ensure effective accompaniment, oversight and assessment of the 

executive members of ZON OPTIMUS.  

 

Unlike the Anglo-Saxon governance model, in the current company governance model adopted by the 

company – a “one-tier” model – company supervision is up to an Audit Committee (composed of three 

members) and a statutory auditor, who are independent and are not also on the administration body. 

Therefore, taking into consideration the above, and also the size of the company, its shareholder structure 

and the respective free float, in line with Recommendation II.1.7. of the CMVM Corporate Governance Code of 

2013, out of the non-executive directors 1 is an independent director which, together with what we said at the 

beginning of the paragraph, has shown itself to be an adequate proportion. 

 

It should be noted that the company’s non-executive directors have regularly and effectively performed the 

jobs they are legally attributed that generally consist of supervision, oversight and assessment of the 

executive members’ activity. The non-executive directors did not encounter any kind of constraint in 

performing these jobs in 2013. 

 

Pursuant to applicable legislation and regulations, particularly the provision in article 407 number 8 of the 

Companies’ Code, the ZON OPTIMUS non-executive directors have performed their jobs so as to comply with 

their duties of vigilance regarding the activity of the members of the Executive Committee. According to that 

provision, the non-executive directors shall proceed with “general oversight (…) of the executive commission”, 

and are liable “for any losses caused or acts or omissions by it, when they are aware of such acts or 

omissions or the intent to practice them, and do not call on Board intervention to take the proper measures”. 

 

Since the Chairman of the Board of Directors of ZON OPTIMUS does not have an executive job in the 

company, the jobs of the  non-executive directors  are particularly  easy,  since the  Chairman has the job  of  
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coordinating the activities of the non-executive directors and acts as a link, shortening and simplifying the 

dialogue with the Executive Commission. 

 

One should also note the efforts by the non-executive directors to keep up to date with different matters at all 

times, being studied and handled by the Board of Directors and their regular presence and participation in 

the meetings of that body, which largely contributes to the good performance of their jobs.  

 

The ZON OPTIMUS non-executive directors have also made important contributions to the company by 

performing their duties on the specialised Board of Director commissions (see item 27). 

 

In order to better guarantee the due and effective accompaniment, supervision and assessment of the 

Executive Committee’s activity, as determined by the Board of Directors, the minutes of the Committee 

meetings are unofficially sent to the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee 

presents the Board of Directors with a summary of the most important points of its activity every quarter. 

The members of the Executive Committee, when so requested by other members of the corporate bodies, 

also provide proper and timely information. 
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19. BOARD DIRECTOR QUALIFICATIONS 

 

a. Jorge Brito Pereira: Chairman of the Board of Directors 

 

Qualifications: 
 
o Degree in Law from Universidade Católica Portuguesa Law School; 

o Master’s in Legal Sciences from Lisbon University Law School; 

o Leading Professional Services Firms – Harvard Business School (2013). 

 
Professional experience: 

 

o Partner at PLMJ and Lecturer at Lisbon University Law School; 

o Member of the Board of Directors of PLMJ – Sociedade de Advogados, RL; 

o Member of the Board of Directors of de Grisogono S.A.; 

o Member of the Board of Directors of CIMIPAR – Sociedade Gestora de Participações 

Sociais, S.A. (2006/2007); 

o Member of the Board of Directors of PARAREDE, SGPS, S.A. (2002-2005); 

o Member of the Remuneration Commission of Glintt, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of Sport TV, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of SAPEC, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of Oxy Capital - Sociedade de Capital 

de Risco, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of ONETIER Partners SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of CIMINVEST – Sociedade de 

Investimentos e participações S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of SANTORO FINANCE – Prestação de 

Serviços, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of SANTORO FINANCIAL HOLDINGS, 

SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the board of the shareholders meeting of FIDEQUITY – SERVIÇOS DE 

GESTÃO S.A.; 

o Secretary of the board of the shareholders meeting of Banco BIC Português, S.A.. 
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b. Miguel Nuno Santos Almeida: Chairman of the Executive Committee 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Oporto University Faculty of Engineering and an 

MBA from INSEAD. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Member of the Board of Directors of Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos e Participações, 

S.A.  

o Member of the Board of Directors and Executive Director of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A.;  

o CEO of OPTIMUS - Comunicações, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Be Artis – Concepção, Construção e Gestão de 

Redes de Comunicações; Be Towering – Gestão de Torres de Telecomunicações and Per-

Mar, Sociedade de Construções; Sontária – empreendimentos imobiliários, S.A. 

o Member of the Board of Directors of PCJ – Público, Comunicação e Jornalismo; of Público 

– Comunicação Social; of Sonaecom – Sistemas de Informação, SGPS, OPTIMUS, SGPS; 

of Sontária – Empreendimentos Imobiliários and WeDo Consulting – Sistemas de 

Informação; 

o Executive Director of OPTIMUS responsible for Marketing and Sales; non-executive director 

of WeDo and Marketing Director of Modelo Continente, SGPS. 

 

 

c. Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes: Vice-Chairman of the Executive  
Committee 

 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Engineering Physics from Instituto Superior Técnico de Lisboa and a course in 

Industrial Management from the University of Trondheim in Norway. 
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Professional experience: 
 

o Executive Director of ZON Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações e Multimédia, SGPS, 

SA; 

o Director and vice-chairman of ZON TVCabo working as COO; 

o Non-executive director of ZON TVCabo Açoreana, ZON TVCabo Madeirense e ZON 

Conteúdos; 

o Executive director of PT Comunicações and PT.com and non-executive director of Páginas 

Amarelas; 

o Associate Principal at McKinsey & Company (Lisbon and Warsaw) and co-leader of Retail 

Banking in Europe practice; 

o Senior analyst at Procter & Gamble (Lisbon and London), researcher at INETI (Instituto 

Nacional de Engenharia Tecnologia e Inovação) and teaching assistant at the Physics 

department at Instituto Superior Técnico de Lisboa. 

 

 

d. Ana Paula Garrido de Pina Marques: Executive Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Economics from Oporto Economics Faculty and an MBA from INSEAD. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Executive director at OPTIMUS – Comunicações, responsible for Residential, Customer 

Service, Terminal Operations and Management; 

o Chairman of APRITEL (Associação dos Operadores de Comunicações Eletrónicas); 

o Previously she was Marketing and Sales Director at the Mobile Private Business Unit. In her 

career in the operator, she has been director of Brand and Communication and director of 

the Data Business Unit; 

o She began her career in the Marketing area of Procter & Gamble. 
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e. André Nuno Malheiro dos Santos Almeida: Executive Member  
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Engineering and Industrial Management from Instituto Superior Técnico and MBA 

from INSEAD, Henry Ford II Award. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Executive director ZON TVCabo, ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais, ZAP Angola and ZAP 

Moçambique, responsible for Business Development, International Business, Planning and 

Control and Corporate Finance at ZON Multimédia; 

o Executive director ZON TVCabo for the Product and Marketing areas; director of Product 

Management and Coordination at ZON TVCabo;  

o Director of Business Development for the Landline Business of PT; 

o Director of Business Development and Strategy at PT and head of the PT SGPS project; 

associate of The Boston Consulting Group.  

 

 

f. José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa: Executive Member   

 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Business Administration and Management from Universidade Católica 

Portuguesa and MBA from INSEAD. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Executive director – CFO at ZON Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações e Multimédia, 

SGPS;  

o Executive Director at Grupo Portugal Telecom responsible for the financial areas of PT 

Comunicações, PT.COM and PT Prime;  

o Executive vice-chairman of Telesp Celular Participações; 
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o Executive Board Member at Banco Santander de Negócios Portugal, responsible for the 

Corporate Finance area; 

o Began his professional activity at McKinsey & Company in Portugal and Spain. 

 

 

g. Manuel António Neto Portugal Ramalho Eanes: Executive Member  

 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Management from Universidade Católica Portuguesa and MBA from INSEAD.  

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Executive Director of OPTIMUS – Comunicações, SA responsible for Companies and 

Operators; 

o In OPTIMUS he managed the Residential Landline, Central Marketing and data Services, 

Consumer segment Sales, SMEs and Business Development areas.  

o Began his career at McKinsey & Co. 

 

 

h. Miguel Filipe Veiga Martins: Executive Member   

 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Electronic Engineering and Telecommunications from Instituto Superior Técnico 

(Lisbon University). 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of Unitel;  

o Executive Director of Vodafone Internet Service Group in the UK;  

o Executive Director responsible for the Technology area of Vodafone Portugal  

o Technical Director at Cisco Systems Portugal and Spain 
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i. Ângelo Gabriel Ribeirinho dos Santos Paupério: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Civil Engineering from Oporto University Engineering Faculty and an MBA from 

Escola de Gestão do Porto-UPBS. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Member of the Board of Directors of :  

o Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae, SGPS, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae Center Serviços II, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae Investimentos, SGPS, S.A (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae MC – Modelo Continente, SGPS, S.A. (Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae – Specialized Retail, SGPS, S.A. (Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonaerp – Retail Properties, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonaegest – Sociedade Gestora de Fundos de Investimento, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of 

Directors) 

o Sonae Sierra, SGPS, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae, RE, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonae Investments, B.V. (Executive Director) 

o Sontel B.V. (Executive Director) 

o Sonaecom – Sistemas de Informação, SGPS, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Sonaecom, Serviços Partilhados, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o WeDo Consulting, Sistemas de Informação, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Público – Comunicação Social, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o PCJ – Público, Comunicação e Jornalismo, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o MDS, SGPS, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 

o MDS AUTO, Mediação de Seguros, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Enxomil, SGPS, S.A. (Sole Director) 

o Enxomil – Sociedade Imobiliária, S.A. (Sole Director)  

o Love Letters – Galeria de Arte, S.A. (Member of the Board of Directors) 
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j. António Bernardo Aranha da Gama Lobo Xavier: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Law and Master’s in Economic Law from Coimbra University. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Partner and Member of the Board of Directors of Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da 

Silva & Associados; 

o Member of the Board of Directors of:  

o Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A. (executive member); 

o Sonaecom Sistemas de Informação, SGPS S.A.; 

o PCJ – Publico, Comunicação e Jornalismo, S.A.; 

o Público Comunicação, S.A.; 

o Sonaecom – Serviços Partilhados, S.A. 

o BPI, SGPS S.A.; 

o Riopele, S.A.  

o Mota-Engil, SGPS, S.A. 

o Vallis Capital Partners 

o Douro Old Chaps, SGPS, SA (Chairman of the Board of Directors) 

o Textil Manuel Gonçalves SA (Chairman of the Board of the Shareholder Meeting) 

o Lemos & Van Zeller, Lda (Member of the Management Board) 
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k. António Domingues: Member  
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Economics from Instituto Superior de Economia de Lisboa 

 

Professional experience: 
 
o Vice-Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of Banco BPI;  

o Vice-Chairman of the Boards of Directors of Banco Português de Investimentos, of Banco 

Fomento Angola and of BCI Moçambique;  

o Member of the Board of Directors of Banco BPI;   

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of BPI Moçambique; 

o Member of the Board of UNICRE, of SIBS  and of Allianz Portugal; 

o Management of BPI-SGPS;  

o Member of the Board of Directors of BPI Madeira, SGPS; 

o Member of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of BPI-SGPS;  

o Member of the Board of Directors of ZON OPTIMUS; 

o Central Director of the Financial Department of Banco Português de Investimento and 

member of the Executive Committee of Banco Português de Investimento responsible for 

the Financial and International Departments;  

o Assistant General Director of the French Branch of Banco Português do Atlântico; 

o Technical Advisor at the Foreign Department at the Bank of Portugal; 

o Director of the Foreign Department at the Instituto Emissor de Macau; 

o Economist at the Studies and Planning Office at the Ministry of Industry and Energy. 

 

 

l. Catarina Eufémia Amorim da Luz Tavira: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
  

Degree in Management and Company Organisation from Instituto Universitário de Lisboa, 

ISCTE – Instituto Superior de Ciências do Trabalho e da Empresa.  
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Professional experience: 
  

o Non-executive member of the Board of Directors of ZON OPTIMUS; 

o Executive member of the Marketing and Product team which she created, launched and 

currently manages in ZAP, distribution company of TV channels via satellite in Angola 

and Mozambique; 

o Led the Products and Services team of Unitel, leading telecommunications operator in 

Angola; 

o Created the UNITEL new services for the customer area; 

o Began her career in the USA as assistant manager in Sentis and Coral, partners of Shell Oil 

USA. 

 

 

m. Fernando Fortuny Martorell: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Economics and Finance from Instituto Superior de Economia (1969). 

 

Professional experience: 
 
o He began his professional career at Companhia de Seguros Bonança, responsible for the 

Life Insurance area; 

o In 1975, after Bonança was nationalised, he joined Santomar, Portuguese importer of 

Honda (Japan), as Finance Director and was later promoted to General Director and CEO; 

o In 1989 he played an active role in the negotiations that gave rise to a joint venture with 

Honda Automobiles (Honda Motor de Portugal), and became CEO of the company. Until 

1992, he drove steep growth at the company making it the European branch with the 

largest market share and greatest profit per car sold; 

o After 1992, Fernando Martorell launched Santogal, a company owned by the Moniz Galvão 

Espírito Santo family, transforming it into the largest car retail group, distributing 24 

different brands and reaching the highest penetration of a single automobile group in 

Europe. He was also Chairman of ACAP, Associação Portuguesa Automóvel, from 2001 

to 2007; 
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o He joined Espírito Santo Resources, as CEO in 2005. Supervised the main initiatives, 

including the implementation of the new governance model and strategic development, 

focusing on rationalisation and efficient operation of the existing portfolio. Then came the 

expansion of the activity in Brazil with investments in: Tourism (2 hotels in Salvador and 

São Paulo); Real estate (partnerships with top Brazilian investors around São Paulo); and 

the entry into the Brazilian electricity market through a company in the state of Minas 

Gerais; 

o Appointed Vice – Chairman of Rioforte in January 2010. 

 

 

 

n. Isabel dos Santos: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Electro technical Engineering from King’s College London. 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Board Director of Banco de Fomento de Angola, S.A. and Unitel, S.A. 

o Owns 25% of the share capital of Banco BIC and Banco BIC Português, S.A. 

o Chairperson of the board of the shareholders’ meeting of Nova Cimangola S.A., a company 

that she controls through Ciminvest S.A.. 

o Member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. 

o Owns 25% of the share capital of Unitel, S.A.. 

o Chairperson of Cruz Vermelha de Angola (Red Cross)  
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o. Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira: Member 
 

Professional experience: 
 

o Non-executive director of ZON Multimédia; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Controlinveste, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Olivedesportos, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Director of PPTV – Publicidade de Portugal e Televisão, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of SPORT TV Portugal, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sportinveste Multimédia, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Controlinveste, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Olivedesportos – Publicidade, Televisão e Media, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Controlinveste Media, SGPS, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Controlinveste Conteúdos, SA; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Global Noticias Publicações, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Rádio Noticias – Produções e Publicidade, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Naveprinter – Indústria Gráfica do Norte, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Açormedia – Comunicação Multimédia e Edição de 

Publicações, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Gripcom, SGPS, SA; 

 

 

p. Lorena Solange Fernandes da Silva Fernandes: Membe 

 

Qualifications:  
 

Senior Executive Programme, London Business School;  

Post-graduate degree in Labour Law and Social Security from Lisbon Law School; 

MBA – Financial and Commercial Management from Brazilian Business School – Escola 

Internacional de Negócios;  

Degree in Business Management from the Economy and Management faculty at the 

Universidade Lusíadas de Angola.  
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Professional experience: 
 

o Store manager;  

o Responsible for Unitel, S.A. Stores and Agents Departments 

 

 

q. Maria Cláudia Teixeira de Azevedo: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Management from Universidade Católica Portuguesa and an MBA from INSEAD 

 

Professional experience: 
 

o Member of the Board of Directors of: 

 

o Sonae Capital, SGPS, S.A. (CEO); 

o Sonae Turismo, SGPS, S.A. (CEO); 

o Sonaecom Sistemas de Informação, SGPS, S.A. (CEO);  

o Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A. (Executive Member);  

o Cape Technologies Limited (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Digitmarket – Sistemas de Informação, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Efanor Investimentos SGPS, S.A.;  

o Efanor – Serviços de Apoio à Gestão, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o FC Assert, SGPS, S.A. ;  

o Fundação Belmiro de Azevedo;  

o Imparfin, SGPS, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Infosystems – Sociedade de Sistemas de Informação, S.A.;  

o Linhacom, SGPS, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Lugares Virtuais, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Mainroad – Serviços de Tecnologias de Informação, S.A. (Chairman of the Board 

of Directors);  

o Miauger – Organização e Gestão de Leilões Electrónicos, S.A. (Chairman of the 

Board of Directors);  
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o Optimus – Comunicações, S.A.;  

o PCJ – Público, Comunicação, e Jornalismo, S.A.;  

o Praça Foz – Sociedade Imobiliária, S.A.;  

o Praesidium Services Limited (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Público - Comunicação Social, S.A. ;  

o Saphety Level – Trusted Services, S.A. (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o Saphety Level Transaccciones Electronicas, S.A.S.;  

o Selfrio, S.A.;  

o Sistavac, S.A.;  

o SMP, S.A.;  

o SKK, S.A.;  

o Sonaecom – Serviços Partilhados, S.A.;  

o Sonaecom – Sistemas de Información Espana, S.L.;  

o Sontaria – Empreendimentos Imobiliários, S.A.;  

o Spread, SGPS, S.A.;  

o WeDo Consulting, Sistemas de Informação, S.A.;  

o ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. ;  

o WeDo Poland Sp. Z.o.o. ;  

o WeDo Technologies Americas Inc.;  

o WeDo Technologies Australia PTY Limited (Chairman of the Board of Directors);  

o WeDo Technologies Egypt;  

o WeDo Technologies Mexico, S. De R.L. De C.V.;  

o WeDo Technologies Panama, S.A. ;  

o WeDo Technologies (UK) Limited (Chairman of the Board of Directors). 

 

 

 

r. Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva: Member 
 

Qualifications:  
 

Degree in Economics from Oporto Faculty of Economics.  
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Professional experience: 
 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of:  

 

o De Grisogono, S.A.; 

o Santoro Finance – Prestação de Serviços, S.A.;  

o Santoro Financial Holding SGPS, S.A.; 

o Fidequity – Serviços de Gestão, S.A.. 

 

o Member of the Board of Directors of:  

 

o ZON Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações e Multimédia, S.G.P.S., S.A.; 

o SOCIP – Sociedade de Investimentos e Participações, S.A.;  

o Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos e Participações, S.A.;  

o Esperaza Holding B.V.;  

o BFA – Banco de Fomento de Angola, S.A.;  

o Nova Cimangola, S.A.;  

o Banco BPI, S.A.; 

o Kento Holding Limited;  

o Victoria Holding Limited. 

o ZOPT, SGPS, S.A. 
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s. Rodrigo Jorge de Araújo Costa: Member 
 

Professional experience: 
 
o Rodrigo Costa is a non-executive Board Member at ZON OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A. and a 

Consultant in Management and Technology. Between September 2007 and September 

2013 he was President at the Executive Board of ZON Multimedia and the ZON Group. 

Before (2006-2007) he had been Executive Board Member and Vice-President of PT 

Group and Executive Chairman of PTC. From 1990 to 2005 he was an Executive at 

Microsoft Portugal where he played several roles over 15 years including Founder and 

Managing Director of Microsoft Portugal, Managing Director of Microsoft Brazil, and from 

2001 to 2005, Corporate Vice-President at the Company’s Head Office in Seattle. 

Between 1979 and 1990, he participated in the launch of several companies in the areas 

of technology and retail and was a consultant per the technology areas of national and 

multinational companies. 

In 2006 he was decorated by the President of Portugal with the “Grand Official of the 

order of Infant D. Henrique” honour. 

 

 

20. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS WITH A 

QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDING OF OVER 2% 

 
• Ângelo Gabriel Ribeirinho dos Santos Paupério: Member of the Board of Directors 

He is a member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., which owns a shareholding of 

50.01% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS and is a member of the Board of 

Directors and a member of the Executive Committee of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A., which, at 31 

December 2013, held a shareholding corresponding to 7.28% of the share capital and voting rights 

of ZON OPTIMUS. 

 

• António Bernardo Aranha da Gama Lobo Xavier: Member of the Board of Directors 

He is a member of the Board of Directors and a member of the Executive Committee of Sonaecom, 

SGPS, S.A., which, at 31 December 2013, held a shareholding corresponding to 7.28% of the share 

capital and voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS. 
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• António Domingues: Member of the Board of Directors 

He is Vice-Chairman of the Executive Committee and a member of the Board of Directors of Banco 

BPI, S.A., which has a shareholding corresponding to 4.53% of the share capital and voting rights of 

ZON OPTIMUS. 

 

• Isabel dos Santos: Member of the Board of Directors 

She is a member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., which has a shareholding 

corresponding to 50.01% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS.  

 

• Mário Leite da Silva: Member of the Board of Directors 

He is a member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., which has a shareholding 

corresponding to 50.01% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS.  

 

• Maria Cláudia Teixeira de Azevedo: Member of the Board of Directors 

She is a member of the Board of Directors of ZOPT, SGPS, S.A., which has a shareholding 

corresponding to 50.01% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS and is a member 

of the Board of Directors and a member of the Executive Committee of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A., 

which, on 31 December 2013 had a shareholding corresponding to 7.28% of the share capital and 

voting rights of ZON OPTIMUS. 

 

• Joaquim Oliveira: Member of the Board of Directors 

He has voting rights corresponding to 2.90% of the share capital as he controls Gripcom, SGPS, S.A. 

and Controlinveste Internacional SARL, which own 1,36% and 1.55% of the ZON OPTIMUS share 

capital respectively. 

 

 

21. ORGANOGRAMS AND COMPETENCE MAPS 

 

As said earlier, after October 1st 2013 the company adopted a “one-tier” governance model where an Audit 

Committee and a statutory auditor are responsible for company oversight. 

 

The ZON Optimus Board of Directors is also responsible for managing company activity and their 

responsibilities are defined in the company’s articles of association and the respective Regulations. 
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Considering the limits that are established and best corporate governance practice, pursuant to article 17 

numbers 1 and 3 of the company’s articles of association, the ZON OPTIMUS Board of Directors created and 

delegated the day-to-day running of the company to an Executive Committee for the term of office for the 

three years 2013/2015, setting out the respective composition, operation and delegation of management 

powers. 

In this vein, the Board of Directors, upon a proposal from the Chairman of the Executive Committee, defined 

and attributed specific responsibilities to each member of the Executive Committee to oversee and 

coordinate the various areas of the Group activity. 

 

Therefore and as a consequence of item 17, i.e. the effect of Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes’ resignation on 31 

January 2014 as a member of the Board of Directors and inherently as Vice-Chairman of the ZON OPTIMUS 

Executive Committee, and as there was no designation or election of a substitute, the Board of Directors 

reorganised the Executive Committee with a new reallocation of responsibilities, at its meeting on January 

17th 2014. 

 

Following this reorganisation the Executive Committee currently has the following reallocation of 

responsibilities: 
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22. REGULATION FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Following the election of the ZON OPTIMUS corporate bodies for the three years 2013/2015, namely the 

respective Board of Directors, which took place at the Extraordinary General Meeting on 1 October 2013, the 

Board, pursuant to article 18 number 1 of the company’s articles of association approved its organisation and 

operations Regulation on October 2nd 2013, which is available on the company’s Internet site.  

 

 

Pursuant to article 16 of the company’s articles of association, it is the Board of Directors’ duty to manage 

the company business and particularly: 
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a) The acquisition, divestment, leasing and burdening of moveable assets and property, 

commercial establishments, shareholdings and vehicles; 

b) Signing financing agreements and loans including internal or external, medium- and long-term; 

c) Representing the company in court and outside court, actively and passively, with powers to 

quit, settle and admit any lawsuits as well as to sign arbitration conventions; 

d) Appointing attorneys with the powers they judge necessary, including the powers to delegate; 

e) Approving activity plans and the investment and operating budgets; 

f) Proceeding, by co-opting, to replace board directors who are definitively absent; 

g) Drawing up stock option regulations for the members of the Board of Directors and for 

employees in posts of high responsibility and submitting them to the General Meeting; 

h) Designating other persons, individuals or companies, to sit on the corporate bodies of 

companies where the company has a stake; and 

i) Deciding whether the company should provide technical and/or financial support to companies 

which it has a stake in; 

j) Exercising any other powers that are attributed to it by the General Meeting. 

 

 

Pursuant to article 3 of the Company Board of Directors Regulation, the Chairman of the Board is especially 

responsible for: 

 

a) Coordinating the Board of Directors’ activity; 

b) Convening and chairing meetings of the Board of Directors; 

c) Watching over the correct enforcement of the Board of Directors’ decisions, in articulation with 

the Chairman of the Executive Committee; 

d) Ensuring, in articulation with the Chairman of the Executive Committee, that the Board of 

Directors is informed of all relevant Executive Committee actions and decisions and make sure 

that all clarifications requested by the Board of Directors are answered in a timely and proper 

manner. 

 

 

The Company Secretary or their Alternate shall also attend Board of Directors’ meetings, and they are 

responsible for organising the papers for the meetings, particularly ensuring that all members are notified, the 

agenda and supporting documents and for drawing up the minutes. 
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23. MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND ATTENDANCE OF EACH 

MEMBER 

 

Under Article 4 of the Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Board of Directors of ZON OPTIMUS meets 

at least 6 times a year and whenever is convened by the Chairman, on his initiative or on the initiative of two 

Directors. 

 

Under the terms of the Company’s Articles of Association, the meetings of the Board of Directors may be 

held only when a majority of its members then in office are present and the Chairman of the Board of 

Directors, in cases of recognised urgency, may dispense with the attendance of that majority if it is ensured 

by postal votes or by proxy. 

 

The Directors may take part in meetings of the Board of Directors by electronic means and the company 

shall ensure the authenticity of their declarations and the security of communications, recording the contents 

thereof and identifying the participants. 

 

Postal votes and proxy votes are permitted, although a Director may not represent more than one other 

Director. 

The decisions of the Board of Directors shall be taken by a majority of the votes cast, the Chairman having a 

deciding vote. 

 

The decisions taken at meetings of the Board of Directors, as well as explanations of vote, are recorded in the 

minutes, drawn up by the Company Secretary or by their Alternate. 

 

During 2013, the current Board of Directors met 3 times. 
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 Board of 
Directors 

Executive 
Committee 

Non-executive 
directors 

Attendance of 
meetings of the 

Board of Directors 

Jorge de Brito Pereira Chairman --- X 3/3 P 

Miguel Almeida Member Chairman --- 3/3 P 

Luís Lopes Member Vice-
Chairman -- 3/3 P 

José Pedro Pereira da Costa Member Member --- 3/3 P 

Ana Paula Marques Member Member --- 3/3 P 

André Almeida Member Member --- 3/3 P 

Manuel Ramalho Eanes Member Member --- 3/3 P 

Miguel Veiga Martins Member Member --- 3/3 P 

Ângelo Paupério Member --- X 3/3 P 

António Lobo Xavier Member --- X 3/3 P 

António Domingues Member --- X 3/3 P 

Catarina Tavira Member --- X 2/3 P e 1/3 PR 

Fernando Martorell Member --- X 3/3 P 

Isabel dos Santos Member --- X 1/3 P e 2/3 PR 

Joaquim Oliveira Member --- X 3/3 P 

Lorena Fernandes Member --- X 3/3 P 

Maria Cláudia Azevedo Member --- X 3/3 P 

Mário Leite da Silva Member --- X 3/3 P 

Rodrigo Costa Member --- X 3/3 P 

 

P – Present; 

R – Represented. 
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24. BODIES WITH THE POWER TO CONDUCT APPRAISAL OF EXECUTIVE 

DIRECTORS 

 

Assessments of compliance with the objectives by directors are the responsibility of the Remuneration 

Committee, supported by an opinion issued by the Nomination and Evaluation Committee. 

 

By decision taken on October 2nd 2013, the Board of Directors, at the start of the new term of office 

corresponding to the three-year period 2013/2015, in its pursuit of the best corporate governance practices 

and in compliance with the Recommendations of the CMVM concerning the need for the Board of Directors 

to create the committees revealed necessary, namely to ensure competent and independent appraisal of the 

performance of executive directors and of their own overall performance, as well as of the various existing 

committees, created a Nomination and Evaluation Committee (NAC), made up of a Chairman and three 

Members, who are: 

 

Chairman:  Ângelo Paupério  

Members:  Fernando Martorell  

 Mário Leite da Silva  

 Jorge Brito Pereira  

 

A description of the powers and operation of the NAC is presented in Point 29 below. 

 

 

25. CRITERIA FOR APPRAISAL OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 

 

The evaluation criteria for the Executive Board are measurable and pre-designed, globally considering the 

company’s growth and wealth creation in a mid-long term perspective. 

 

As an example, the items considered combine finantial and operational indicators. In this scope and for 

further detail items 70 and 71 are advised. 
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26. AVAILABILITY OF THE DIRECTORS 

 

All the members of the Company’s Board of Directors are able to perform their duties with utmost diligence, 

guaranteeing careful management in accordance with best practices, scrupulously fulfilling their general and 

fundamental duties, namely: i) the duty of care; ii) the duty of diligent management; and iii) the duty of 

loyalty. 

 

 

27. SPECIAL COMMITTEES 

 

Considering the limits set by law and the best corporate governance practices, the Board of Directors of ZON 

OPTIMUS, at its meeting on 2 October 2013, created and delegated to an Executive Committee the day-to-

day management of the Company, for the term of office corresponding to the three-year period 2013/2015. 

In compliance with the legal or regulatory requirements applicable and with the essential aim of benefitting 

from a series of focused reflections, recommendations and suggestions emanating from a structure 

specifically designed to address them – always with merely ancillary duties, decisions to be taken only by the 

board of directors – the ZON OPTIMUS Board of Directors created, in addition to the Executive Committee: 

 

a. a Corporate Governance Committee; 

b. an Audit and Finance Committee 

c. a Nomination and Evaluation Committee; 

 

In addition, the Board of Directors created a Merger Supervision Committee to monitor the process of 

integration of the merging companies in the aforementioned operation. 

 

The Corporate Governance, Audit and Finance and Nomination and Evaluation committees have operating 

regulations, available for consultation on the company’s website. 
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28. COMPOSITION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

 

As previously mentioned, considering the limits set by law and the best corporate governance practices, the 

Board of Directors of ZON OPTIMUS, at its meeting on 2 October 2013, created and delegated to an 

Executive Committee the day-to-day management of the Company, for the term of office corresponding to 

the three-year period 2013/2015. 

The members of the Executive Committee are chosen by the Board of Directors and the Committee is made 

up of a minimum of three and a maximum of seven directors, as provided for in Article 17.1 of the Company’s 

Articles of Association. 

 

On 31 December 2013, the Executive Committee was made up of a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman and five 

Members, with professional profiles that ensure their standing and competence to perform their duties, 

namely: 

 

Chairman:  
 
Miguel Nuno Santos Almeida 

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Faculty of Engineering of the Porto University 

and MBA 

 

Professional Experience: 
 

o Member of the Board of Directors and executive director of Sonaecom, SGPS, S.A.;  

o CEO of Optimus - Comunicações, S.A.; 

o Chairman of the Board of Directors of Be Artis – Concepção, Construção e Gestão de 

Redes de Comunicações; Be Towering – Gestão de Torres de Telecomunicações and Per-

Mar, Sociedade de Construções; 

o Member of the Board of Directors of PCJ – Público, Comunicação e jornalismo; of Público – 

Comunicação Social; of Sonae com – Sistemas de Informação, SGPS, Optimus, SGPS; of 

Sontária – Empreendimentos Imobiliários and WeDo Consulting – Sistemas de 

Informação. 
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He has also been an executive director of Optimus responsible for Marketing and Sales; 

non-executive director of WeDo and director of marketing for Modelo Continente, SGPS. 

 

 

Vice-Chairman:  
 
Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes  

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Physics Engineering from the Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon; Industrial 

Management Course at Trondheim University in Norway. 

 

Professional Experience: 
 

o Executive director of ZON Multimédia, SGPS; 

o Director and vice-chairman of ZON TVCabo acting as COO; 

o Non-executive director of ZON TVCabo Açoreana, ZON TVCabo Madeirense and ZON 

Conteúdos; 

o Executive director at PT Comunicações and PT.com and non-executive director of Páginas 

Amarelas; 

o Associate Principal at McKinsey & Company (Lisbon and Warsaw) and co-leader of retail 

banking practice in Europe; 

o Senior analyst at Procter & Gamble (Lisbon and London), researcher at INETI (National 

Institute of Engineering, Technology and Innovation) and lecturer in the Physics 

Department at the Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon.
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Members:  
 
Ana Paula Garrido de Pina Marques 

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Economics from the Faculty of Economics in Porto and MBA from INSEAD. 

 

Professional Experience: 
 

o . Executive director of Optimus – Comunicações responsible for Residential, Customer 

Service and Operations; 

o Chairman of APRITEL (Association of Electronic Communications Operators).  

She was previously director of marketing and sales for the Private Mobile Business Unit. 

During her career at the operator, she was Brand and Communication director, as well as 

director of the Data Business Unit. She began her career in marketing at Procter & 

Gamble. 

 

 

André Nuno Malheiros dos Santos Almeida  

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Engineering and Industrial Management from Instituto Superior Técnico and MBA 

from INSEAD, Henry Ford II Award. 

 

Professional Experience: 
 

o Executive director of ZON TVCabo, ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais, ZAP Angola and ZAP 

Moçambique, responsible for business development, international business, planning and 

control and corporate finance for ZON Multimédia;  

o Executive director of ZON TVCabo for the areas of the product and marketing; director of 

management and product coordination for ZON TVCabo;  

o Director of Business Development for PT Fixed Business; 
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o Director of Strategy and Business Development for PT and project manager for PT SGPS; 

member of the Boston Consulting Group. 

 

 

José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa 

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Business Administration and Management from the Catholic University of 

Portugal and MBA from INSEAD. 

 

Professional Experience: 
 

o Executive director – CFO of ZON Multimédia, SGPS;  

o Executive Director of the Portugal Telecom Group as CFO for the companies PT 

Comunicações, PT.COM and PT Prime;  

o Executive vice-chairman of Telesp Celular Participações; 

o Executive Board Member at Banco Santander de Negócios Portugal, responsible for 

Corporate Finance; 

o He began his career at McKinsey & Company in Portugal and Spain. 

 

 

Manuel António Neto Portugal Ramalho Eanes  

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Management from the Catholic University of Portugal and MBA from INSEAD. 

 
Professional Experience: 
 

o Executive Director of Optimus – Comunicações, SA responsible for Companies and 

Operators; 

o At Optimus he directed the areas of Fixed Residential, Central Marketing and Data Services, 

Consumer segment Sales, SMEs and Business Development.  
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o  He began his career at McKinsey & Co. 

 

 

Miguel Filipe Veiga Martins 

 

Education: 
 

Degree in Electronic Engineering and Telecommunications from the Instituto Superior 

Técnico (Lisbon University). 

 

Professional Experience: 
 
o Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of Unitel;  

o Executive director of Vodafone Internet Service Group in the United Kingdom;  

o Executive director responsible for Technology at Vodafone Portugal and technical director 

at Cisco Systems. 

 

Note: as noted earlier, following Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes’s resignation as member of the Board of 

Directors and, consequently, the vice-chairmanship of the Executive Committee of ZON OPTIMUS, referred to 

in Point 17, from January 31st 2014, the Executive Committee is now made up of 6 members, including the 

chairman Miguel Nuno Santos Almeida and the vice-chairmen José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa and Miguel 

Filipe Veiga Martins. 

 

In addition, the Board of Directors defined the functioning and delegation of management powers in the 

Executive Committee, this document being available for consultation on the Company’s website. 

 

The Executive Committee establishes the dates or frequency of its ordinary meetings and meets 

extraordinarily whenever convened by the Chairman, Vice-Chairman or by two Members. 

 

The Executive Committee may not hold meetings without presence of a majority of its members then in 

office and, in cases of recognised emergency, the Chairman may dispense with the presence of that majority, 

provided such majority is represented. 
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Postal votes and proxy votes are permitted, although a member of the Executive Committee may not 

represent more than one other member. Participation by means of video conference or conference call is also 

permitted. 

 

Decisions are taken by a majority of the votes cast and the Chairman has a deciding vote. The decisions 

taken at meetings of the Executive Committee, as well as explanations of vote, are recorded in minutes drawn 

up by the Company Secretary or by their Alternate.  

 

The Board of Directors delegated to the Executive Committee the powers necessary to conduct and 

implement the day-to-day management of the Company.  

 

The following matters not delegated, in particular: 

 

a) Election of the Chairman of the Board of Directors; 

b) Co-option and, if appropriate, election, of members of the boards of the Company and its 

subsidiaries; 

c) Request to convene General Meetings; 

d) Approval of the annual reports and accounts, to be submitted to the General Meeting for 

approval, as well as the half-yearly and quarterly reports and accounts and the results to be 

disclosed to the market; 

e) Approval of the Company’s annual activity plans, budgets and investment plans, as well as any 

substantial amendments with significant impacts on them;  

f) Definition of the general goals and fundamental principles of the Company’s policies, as well as 

the options that should be considered strategic due to their amount, risk or special 

characteristics; 

g) Provision of real or personal sureties or guarantees by the company; 

h) Significant expansions or reductions in the activities or internal organisation of the Company or 

the Group;  

i) Change of the company’s registered office and capital increases; 

j) Approval of projects for the merger, spin-off and transformation of the Company or that involve 

Group companies, except when, in these cases, these operations represent mere internal 

restructurings within the general objectives and fundamental principles approved; 

k) Appointment of the Company Secretary and alternate; 
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l) Setting-up of companies and subscription, acquisition, encumbrance and sale of shares, when 

they involve amounts in excess of 2,500,000 euros; 

m) Acquisition, sale and encumbrance of rights, movable and immovable property, including any 

type of securities, financial instruments, private shares and bonds, when they involve amounts 

in excess of 2,500,000 euros; 

n) Entering into contracts to pursue the corporate purpose when in excess of 10,000,000 euros; 

o) Entering into any transactions, between the company and shareholders with qualifying holdings 

representing 2% or more of the voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) and/or entities related 

to them in any way pursuant to Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related Parties), 

in excess of the individual amount of 75,000 euros or the aggregate annual amount per 

supplier of 150,000 euros (without prejudice to the transactions having been approved in 

general terms or in terms of framework by the Board of Directors). 

p) Decision, in compliance with legal and statutory provisions, on the issue of bonds and 

commercial paper and on taking out loans in domestic and foreign financial markets, one or 

more times, when involving amounts in excess of an amount corresponding to the Company’s 

net financial debt over EBITDA of 2 and up to a limit of 25,000,000 euros per contract or 

issue; 

 

Alongside the day-to-day management of the company, the Executive Committee is responsible in particular 

for the following: 

 

a) Proposing the strategic orientation of the Group and the fundamental policies of the Company 

and its subsidiaries to the Board of Directors;  

b) Working with the Board of Directors and its Committees insofar as necessary for compliance 

with their purposes; 

c) Defining the internal rules for the organisation and operation of the Company and its 

subsidiaries, particularly with regard to recruitment, the definition of categories and pay 

conditions and other employee benefits; 

d) Issuing binding instructions to companies that are in a group relationship consisting of total 

control and controlling their implementation of guidelines and policies defined under the terms 

of the preceding subparagraphs; 

e) Exercising disciplinary powers and deciding on the application of any penalties concerning the 

Company’s employees. 
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The Chairman of the Executive Committee is responsible in particular for the following: 

 

a) Coordinating the activity of the Executive Committee; 

b) Convening and chairing the meetings of the Executive Committee; 

c) Monitoring the correct implementation of the decisions of the Board of Directors; 

d) Monitoring the correct implementation of the decisions of the Executive Committee; 

e) Ensuring compliance with the limits of the delegation of powers, the Company’s strategy and 

the duties of cooperation with the Chairman of the Board of Directors and other members of 

the Board of Directors and other company boards; 

f) Ensuring that the Board of Directors is informed of the relevant actions and decisions of the 

Executive Committee and also ensuring that all explanations requested by the Board of 

Directors are provided in a timely and appropriate manner. 

g)  Ensuring that the Board of Directors is informed, quarterly, of the transactions that, in 

connection with the delegation of powers of the Executive Committee, have been entered into 

by the Company and shareholders with qualifying holdings representing 2% or more of the 

voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) and/or entities related to them in any way pursuant to 

Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related Parties), when in excess of the individual 

amount of 10,000 euros. 

 

 

The powers delegated to the Executive Committee may be subdelegated, in their entirety or in part, to one or 

more of its members, or to employees of the Company. 

 

Under the terms defined in the Regulations of the Board of Directors and in the Regulations of the Audit 

Committee, in the pursuit of their duties and functions, the Directors and the members of the Audit 

Committee shall obtain information on the Company’s course of activity, requesting information necessary or 

convenient at any time for the successful performance of the duties of their office and for the best pursuit of 

the corporate interest. 

 

Considering the Company’s internal rules (namely, pursuant to Regulations of the Board of Directors and the 

Audit Committee, as well as the delegation of powers to the Executive Committee) and the practices it 

follows, ZON OPTIMUS has appropriate mechanisms to prevent the existence of an information gap between 

the executive members and the members of other company boards. 

 

The Directors who, jointly or separately, intend to access information included within the framework of the 

powers delegated to the Executive Committee may request it directly from the Chairman of that committee 

or through the Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
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Moreover, as follows from the internal regulations on the functioning of the Executive Committee, its 

Chairman is responsible, in particular for “ensuring that the Board of Directors is informed of the relevant 

actions and decisions of the Executive Committee and also ensuring that all explanations requested by the 

Board of Directors are provided in a timely and appropriate manner”. 

Under the terms of the Regulations of the Audit Committee, whenever deemed necessary this Committee 

shall request from the Chairman of the Board of Directors: 

a) The minutes of the meetings of the Executive Committee, as well as the half-yearly reports on its activities 

that it has prepared; and 

b) The notices of meetings, the minutes of the Board of Directors and the corresponding support documents. 

 

 

29. POWERS OF COMMITTEES  

 

Corporate Governance Committee 

 

By decision taken on 2 October 2013, the Board of Directors, at the start of the new term of office 

corresponding to the three-year period 2013/2015, in the pursuit of best corporate governance practices and 

in compliance with the Recommendations of the Portuguese Securities Market Commission, concerning the 

need for the Board of Directors to create the committees deemed necessary, in particular, to reflect on the 

governance system, structure and practices adopted, verify their effectiveness and propose measures to the 

appropriate bodies with a view to their improvement, created a Corporate Governance Committee (CGC), 

made up of a Chairman and four Members: 

 

Chairman: Rodrigo Costa 

Members: Jorge Brito Pereira 

António Lobo Xavier  

Lorena Fernandes 

Joaquim Oliveira  

 

The powers of the CGC are the following: 

 

a) To explore, propose and recommend the adoption by the Board of Directors of the policies, rules 

and procedures necessary for compliance with legal, regulatory and statutory provisions applicable, 

as well as with recommendations, opinions and best practices, both national and international, in 

matters of corporate governance, rules of conduct and corporate social responsibility. 
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b) To ensure full compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, with recommendations and best 

practices, concerning the Company’s governance model and to ensure the adoption of governance 

principles and practices by the Company, on matters such as: 

 

(i) The structure, powers and operation of the company boards, internal committees and 

their internal coordination; 

(ii) The requirements with regard to qualifications, experience, incompatibilities and 

independence applicable to members of the board of directors and supervisory board; 

(iii) Efficient mechanisms for the performance of duties by non-executive members of the 

board of directors; 

(iv) The exercise of voting rights, representation and equal treatment of shareholders; 

(v) Prevention of conflicts of interest; 

(vi) The transparency of corporate governance, of information to be disclosed to the market 

and of the relationships with the company’s investors and other stakeholders; 

 

c) To maintain and supervise compliance with the company’s Code of Ethics by all the company 

boards, directors and employees of the Company and its subsidiaries, being also responsible for 

improving and updating the aforementioned Code, presenting to the Board of Directors any 

proposals it may deem appropriate for this purpose; to propose to the Board of Directors measures 

deemed appropriate for the development of a company culture and professional ethics within the 

heart of the Company; 

 

d) To receive, discuss, research and evaluate alleged irregularities reported to it, as provided for in 

the company’s policy for reporting irregularities; 

 

e) To support the Board of Directors in the performance of its role as supervisor of corporate activity 

in the area of corporate governance, rules of conduct and corporate social responsibility. 

 

The CGC shall meet at least once a year and may additionally meet whenever convened by its chairman, by 

any of its members or by the Chairman of the Executive Committee.  

 

The decisions taken are recorded in minutes signed by all the members of this committee taking part in each 

meeting. 
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The Regulations of the CGC are available for consultation on the Company website. 

 

 

Audit and Finance Committee 

 

By decision taken on October 2nd 2013, the Board of Directors, at the start of the new term of office 

corresponding to the three-year period 2013/2015, in the pursuit of best corporate governance practices, 

created an Audit and Finance Committee (AFC), made up of a Chairman and four Members: 

 

Chairman: António Domingues 

Members: Ângelo Paupério  

Catarina Tavira  

Mário Leite da Silva 

Rodrigo Costa  

 

The powers of the AFC are the following: 

 

a) To analyse the annual, half-yearly, quarterly and similar financial statements to be disclosed and report 

their findings to the Board of Directors; 

 

b) To advise the Board of Directors on its market reports to be included in the annual, half-yearly and 

quarterly financial disclosure documents; 

 

c) To advise the Audit Committee, in the name of the Board of Directors, on the appointment, responsibilities 

and remuneration of the External Auditor; 

 

d) To advise the Board of Directors on the quality and independence of the Internal Auditing function and the 

appointment and dismissal of the Director of Internal Auditing; 

 

e) To analyse the scope of the Internal Auditing and Risk Management function, as well as its relationship 

with the work of the External Auditor; 
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f) To analyse and discuss with the External Auditor, the Internal Auditor and the head of risk management 

any reports that are produced within the scope of their duties and, consequently, advise the Board of 

Directors on what they deem significant; 

 

g) To analyse, discuss and advise the Board of Directors on the accounting policies and practices adopted by 

the company; 

 

h) To analyse transactions between the Company and Shareholders and shareholders with qualifying 

holdings representing 2% or more of the voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) and/or entities related to 

than in any way pursuant to Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related Parties). 

 

The AFC shall meet at least four times a year and may additionally meet whenever convened by its 

chairman, by any of its members or by the Chairman of the Executive Committee.  

 

The decisions taken are recorded in minutes signed by all the members of this committee taking part in each 

meeting. 

 

The AFC must coordinate with the Audit Committee on areas that are the legal and responsibility statutory of 

that board. In addition, the AFC must perform self-assessment and, once a year, review and propose possible 

changes to its Regulations. 

 

The Regulations of the AFC are available for consultation on the Company website. 

 

 

Nomination and Evaluation Committee; 

 

As was the case with the aforementioned committees, by decision taken on October 2nd 2013, the Board of 

Directors, at the start of the new term of office corresponding to the three-year period 2013/2015, created a 

Nomination and Evaluation Committee (NEC), made up of a Chairman and three Members, appointed by the 

Board of Directors from among its members.  

 

The NEC is responsible in particular for the following: 
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a) Planning the succession of the members of the Board of Directors; 

b) Monitoring processes of identification of prospective candidates for top positions and senior director roles; 

c) Establishing contingency plans for top managers; 

d) Reviewing proposals and policies for the remuneration and other forms of compensation of executive 

directors and top managers, as presented by the Chairman of the Executive Committee, and of the 

Chairman of the Executive Committee or non-executive directors, as presented by the Chairman of the Board 

of Directors. This review must (i) occur always once a year and (ii) the Chairman of the Executive Committee 

and/or other directors present must, individually, leave the meeting whenever their own remuneration is being 

analysed. The proposals to be submitted by the Chairman of the Executive Committee or by the Chairman of 

the Board of Directors must be drawn up based on market studies and result from individual assessments 

and from analysis and compliance with KPIs; and 

e) Conducting the annual evaluation of Members of the Executive Board and the overall evaluation of the 

performance of the Board of Directors itself and its special committees. 

 

The NEC meets at least twice a year and may additionally meet whenever convened by its chairman, by any 

of its members or by the Chairman of the Executive Committee.  

The NEC shall coordinate, in the performance of its duties and whenever necessary, with the Company’s 

Remuneration Committee. 

The decisions taken by the NEC are recorded in minutes signed by all the members of this committee taking 

part in each meeting. 

 

The Regulations of NEC are available for consultation on the Company website. 
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III. SUPERVISION  

 

 

30. IDENTIFICATION OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

 

Pursuant to Article 278.1(a) and 3 and Article 413.1(b), all of the Commercial Companies Code (CSC), and 

Article 10.1 and Article 21 both of the Articles of Association, the supervision of the company is the 

responsibility of: 

 

a) an Audit Committee; 

b) an Audit Firm (Statutory Auditor); 

Their duties being those prescribed by law. 

 

Without prejudice to the above, as already mentioned, up to 30 September 2013, ZON OPTIMUS adopted 

the so-called “Anglo-saxon” governance model, in other words, the corporate governance structure in which 

the supervision of the company is the responsibility of an Audit Committee and a Statutory Auditor, as 

provided for in Article 278.1(b) of the CSC. 

 

 

31. COMPOSITION OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE ON 31 DECEMBER 2013 

 

a) Audit Committee 

 

Pursuant to Article 22.1 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Audit Committee is made up of three 

full members and an alternate member, elected by the General Meeting, which shall also elect its Chairman. 

Pursuant to Article 10.6 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the members of the company boards 

perform their duties for renewable periods of three calendar years, the calendar year of their appointment 

being considered a full year. 

At the extraordinary General Meeting, on 1 October 2013, the following members were elected for the first 

time as members of the Audit Committee, for the three-year period 2013/2015: 
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Chairman Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto 

Member Eugénio Luís Lopes Franco Ferreira 

Member Nuno Tiago Bandeira de Sousa Pereira 

Alternate Luís Filipe da Silva Ferreira 

 

Up to September 30th 2013, the supervision of the company was the responsibility of an Audit Committee, 

made up of the following members: 

 

Chairman:  Vitor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves 

Member:  Nuno João Francisco Soares de Oliveira Sílvério Marques 

Member:  Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto 

 

 

 

b) Audit Firm (Statutory Auditor) 

 

Pursuant to Article 22.3 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Statutory Auditor or Audit Firm, full 

and alternate, are elected by the General Meeting acting on a proposal from the Audit Committee. 

Pursuant to Article 10.6 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the members of the company boards 

perform their duties for renewable periods of three calendar years, the calendar year of their appointment 

being considered a full year. 

At the General Meeting, on 1 October 2013, the following were elected as full and alternate Auditors for the 

three-year period 2013/2015:  

 

Full: PriceWaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, Lda. (ROC No. 183), represented by (i) Abdul Nasser 

Abdul Sattar (ROC No. 958), or (ii) Paulo Alexandre Martins Quintas Paixão (ROC No. 1427). 

 

Alternate: José Manuel Henriques Bernardo (ROC No. 903). 

 

Nevertheless, as announced to the market on 3 January 2014, the Company received a notification, dated 

30 December 2014, from its Audit Firm (Statutory Auditor) - PriceWaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, 

Lda. - according to which it is now represented by: (i) Hermínio António Paulos Afonso (ROC No. 712), or (ii) 

Jorge Manuel Santos Costa (ROC No. 847). 
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32. IDENTIFICATION OF INDEPENDENT MEMBERS 

 

All the members of the Audit Committee are independent in the light of the criteria laid down in Article 414.5 

of the Commercial Companies Code and have the relevant expertise to perform their duties. 

 

Up to September 30th 2013, the members of the Audit Committee (supervisory body up to that date) were 

also independent according to legal criteria, also having the relevant expertise to perform their duties. 

 

 

33. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS, AVAILABILITY AND OTHER OFFICES 

HELD BY THE MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE (TOGETHER: 33 AND 

36) 

 

All the members of the Audit Committee are independent in the light of the criteria of Article 414.5 of the 

Commercial Companies Code. 

 

Moreover, the members of the Company’s Audit Committee are acknowledged to be of good standing and 

have qualifications and academic and professional experience suited to supervisory duties. 

The members of the Company’s Audit Committee are appointed, replaced or dismissed in accordance with 

the law, namely and respectively, under the terms of Articles 415 and 419 of the Commercial Companies 

Code. 

 

The duties performed by the members of the Audit Committee, as well as their academic and professional 

qualifications and professional activities in the last 5 years are described below 

 

Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto  

 

Degree in Law, Master’s and Doctorate in Civil Law from the Faculty of Law of the University of 

Coimbra. 

 

He began his teaching career in 1990 and is a Professor at the Faculty of Law of the University of 

Coimbra, where he has taught, above all, the subjects of General Theory of Civil Law, Civil Contracts 

and Property Law. He has also taught and given lectures in the field of private law at other universities 

in Portugal and abroad (Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, Macau, Spain, Germany, etc.). 
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Member of various Master’s and Doctoral panels, particularly in the field of private law, sometimes as 

examiner. He has published studies (articles and books) mainly in the field of civil law and 

fundamental rights and has written preliminary drafts of laws (such as the legal rules governing the 

sale of consumer goods and direct-mail advertising). 

 

Corresponding member of the International Academy of Portuguese Culture, elected in 2012. 

Constitutional Court Judge, elected by the Portuguese Parliament, from 11 March 1998 to 4 April 

2007, having been rapporteur in that capacity for more than 550 judgments and more than 350 

summary decisions on a variety of subjects (almost all available unabridged at 

www.tribunalconstitucional.pt). 

 

Since April 2007 he has worked as a legal adviser and arbitrator. In this latter capacity, he has 

chaired or been a member of ad hoc arbitral tribunals, set up by the Centres for Commercial 

Arbitration of the Associação Comercial do Porto and the Associação Comercial de Lisboa and for the 

International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce. 

 

Legal adviser for BPI – Banco Português de Investimento, from 1991 to 1998.  

 

He is a member of the Institute of Luso-Brazilian Comparative Law, of the Deutsch-Lusitanische 

Juristenvereinigung, of the European Research Group on Existing EC Private Law (Acquis Group) and 

of the Expert Group appointed by the European Commission to review the Draft Common Frame of 

Reference on Contract Law. He has been a member of the Committee for Reform of Consumer Law 

and for the Consumer Code. 

 

Vice-Chairman of the National Political Committee of the PSD between 2008 and 2010, he drew up 

the election programme that the PSD presented at the general elections on 27 September 2009 

(”Compromisso de Verdade”).  

 

A Member of Parliament, he was chairman of the Parliamentary Budget and Finance Committee of 

the 11th Legislature, from November 2009 to April 2011. He has been chairman of the European 

Affairs Committee, of the 12th Legislature, since June 2011. In 2011, he was a member of the Political 

Committee for the new candidacy of Prof. Cavaco Silva as the President of the Republic. 

 

Chairman of the Intelligence Oversight Committee of the Portuguese Republic, elected by the 

Assembly of the Republic, since March 2013. 

http://www.tribunalconstitucional.pt/
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Member of the Audit Committee and non-executive director of ZON Multimédia from the start of 

2008 to 2013. 

 

 

Nuno Tiago Bandeira de Sousa Pereira  

 

Education: 

 

Ph.D. in Applied Microeconomics from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, in 2006, 

with a dissertation entitled “Firm Boundaries, Performance and the Selection of Partners: Evidence 

from Pharmaceutical and Biotech Alliances”. 

 

MA in Economics from the Faculty of Economics of Porto University in 2000. 

  

Degree in Economics from the Faculty of Economics of Porto University in 1995,  

 

Fundação Eng.º António de Almeida Prize as one of the students with the highest undergraduate 

grade averages. 

 

Current Professional Activity: 

 

Dean, Executive Committee of Porto Business School 

 

Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Economics of Porto University 

 

Member of the Board of Directors of Fundação BIAL  

 

Member of the Deans Across Frontiers Committee of the European Foundation for Management 

Development (EFMD) 

 

Professional activity in the last 5 years, including positions held in other companies or in the company 

itself: 
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Director-General of the Office of Planning, Strategy, Assessment and International Relations of the 

Ministry of Finance and Public Administration 

 

Representative of Portugal on the Board of Directors of the European Investment Bank, in 2008 and 

2009, where he was a member of the Remuneration and Pensions Sub-Committee.  

 

He chaired the Portuguese representation on the OECD and European Commission Economic Policy 

Committees from 2007 to 2009.  

 

He has represented Portugal at the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the African 

Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank. 

 

He chaired the Monitoring Committee for the Exchange Agreement between Portugal and Cape 

Verde, negotiated the exchange agreement between Portugal and São Tomé and Príncipe and the 

Portuguese membership of the CAF Development Bank of Latin America.  

 

He has been Chairman of the Audit Committee and Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 

Portuguese Association for Health Economics. 

 

 

Eugénio Luís Lopes Franco Ferreira 

 

Degree in Economics from the Faculty of Economics - UP in 1976, where he taught Financial 

Mathematics in 1976/77. 

 

He began his professional career in 1966 in a small enterprise, where he remained until 1977, having 

completed his compulsory military service during that period (1971/74).  

 

In 1977 he joined the Porto office of Price Waterhouse (PW), now PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 

where he became a Partner in 1991. At PW/PwC he joined the Auditing department, taking part in 

numerous audits of companies and other entities, mainly in manufacturing and services. In most 

cases, the scope of his responsibilities as an auditor included the performance of duties as member of 

the Audit Committee or as Statutory Auditor. 
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At the same time, at different times he held varied internal positions, including: 

 

• head of the Porto office (1989-1998); 

• regional Technical Partner and Risk Management Partner; 

• Finance & Operations Partner; 

• head of the Auditing Department 

• member of the Executive Committee (“Territory Leadership Team”) 

 

In accordance with the rules on the retirement of Partners, he left PwC in 2009, since when he has 

worked as consultant, on a freelance basis.  

He is a member of the Portuguese Association of Statutory Auditors (member of the management 

board 2009-2011), of the Association of Economists, of the Association of Chartered Accountants and 

Partner of the Portuguese Institute of Corporate Governance. 

 

 

Luís Filipe da Silva Ferreira (Suplente) 

 

Certified Financial Adviser, certified by the CMVM/Euronext Lisbon (2002), Financial auditor 

recognised by OROC - Portuguese Institute of Statutory Auditors (2001), CISA – Certified Information 

Systems Auditor, by ISACA – Information Systems Audit and Control Association, Illinois, USA. (1994), 

TOC – Chartered Accountant certified by the Association of Chartered Accountants (1979) and 

Certified as Professional instructor  

 

He began working in 1970 at Coopers & Lybrand (now PriceWaterhouseCoopers - PwC). In 1975, after 

National Service (1973/75), he began his career as an auditor.  

In January 1986 he was co-opted as Partner. On that same date, he started to work in Consultancy. 

 

As a Partner, he maintained responsibilities as account manager (Global Relationship Partner), 

covering the development of projects in three lines of business – Auditing, Consultancy and Tax, for 

the Firm’s major clients – EDP, REN, EDA, Generg, Águas de Portugal, Cimpor, Tabaqueira, Vale de 

Lobos groups and companies in the public sector – ANA, REFER, Estradas de Portugal, Ports of 

Lisbon and Sines.  
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In some cases, the extent of his responsibilities as auditor included membership of the Audit 

Committee.  

 

He was Advisor to the Minister for Public Works, Transport and Communications from 2004 to 2011. 

 

He also held internal positions within the firms, notably: he was responsible for the start of operations 

in the Algarve, he was the head of the Auditing and Accountancy Technical Department and of the 

internal administrative, financial and IT services and responsible for the Governance and Audit 

Committee. 

  

He has been an internal and external instructor, teaching Information Systems, Computer Auditing, 

Systems and Consolidated Financial Processes on specialised, postgraduate and MA courses. 

 

 

 

In accordance with the rules on the retirement of Partners, he left PwC in 2012, since when he has 

worked as freelance consultant. 

 

None of the members of the Audit Committee of ZON OPTIMUS has any role in other companies in 

the ZON OPTIMUS Group. 

 

The duties performed by the members of the Audit Committee in office up to 30 September 2013 

(the date up to which the so-called “Anglo-American” corporate governance model was in force) are 

described below, as well as their academic and professional qualifications and professional activities: 
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Members of the Audit Committee of ZON OPTIMUS, up to 30 September 2013: 

 

 

Vítor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves (Presidente) 

 

Degree in Management at ISEG. 

 

PhD in Management Sciences by Sevilla’s University FCEE. 

 

Aggregate in Management by Lisbon Technical University. 

 

Chair Professor in Management for ISEG (1994, …). 

 

Member of the General and Supervisory Council of EDP – Energias de Portugal, S.A., President and 

Vice-President of the Audit/Financial Matters Commission (2006, …). 

 

Member of the Economic and Social Council (2007, …). 

 

President of the Board of GAPTEC/UTL (2007, …). 

 

Director of the advanced training programme “Competitiveness and Strategy for Company 

Development” (MBS/ISEG, 2013, …). 

 

Non-executive Board Member of ZON Multimedia, S.A.; President of the Audit Committee; Member of 

the Corporate Governance Commission and of the Evaluation and Remuneration Committee. 

 

Vice-principal and Pre-principal of the Lisbon Technical University. 

 

President of the Governing Board of ISEG (2003-2006). 

 

President of the Management Department of ISEG (1992-2000). 

 

Director of several post-graduate and executive training programmes. 
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Guest-teacher for various Portuguese and international universities. 

 

Non-executive Board Member of Promindustria – Sociedade de Investimento, S.A. (1993-1995). 

 

Consultant for “IPE – Investimentos e Participações Financeiras” (/1987-1992). 

 

Member of the PhD, Post-Doc and Guest Scientists Appraisal Commission for the Foundation for 

Science and Technology (1997, …). 

 

President of the Evaluation Commission for Management and Administration of Portuguese 

Universities (2001, 2002). 

 

Member of the Board of the Council od Specialties in Economics and Management for the Order of 

Economists (1993-2001) and member of the Council of the Trade. 

 

President of IDEFE – Institute for the Development of Economic and Financial Business Studies (2003, 

2007). 

 

President of the “High level expert group” of the EC for the evaluation of the porgramme on European 

competitiveness – Europe reseach area (2001, 2002). 

 

Author of dozens of papers and articles on management in reference national and international 

academic publications. 

 

 

Paulo Cardoso Correia Mota Pinto 

 

See the information in item 33, since he is the current Chairman of the Audit Committee. 

 

 

Nuno João Francisco Soares de Oliveira Silvério Marques 

 

Degree in Business Management (1980) and with an MBA from the Catholic University of Portugal 

(2002) 
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He has been managing partner of Nimble Portal – Consultoria de Gestão, Lda. since 2012, 

responsible for the financial area and Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of Cidot II – Estúdio de 

Comunicação SA, since 2004, also responsible for the financial area; in 2013 he was elected Vice-

Chairman of the Supervisory and Disciplinary Board of Sporting Clube de Portugal. 

From 2006 to 2013 he was a member of the Audit Committee and non-executive director of ZON 

Multimédia.  

From 2006 to 2010 he was a Director of Agille – Consultoria de Gestão, Lda. and in 2009 he 

became Chairman of the Board of Directors.  

From 2011 to 2012, he was a non-executive director and member of the Audit Committee for TIM 

W.E.,SGPS, S.A.  

From 2009 to 2011, he was a member of the Audit Committee of Banco Privado Atlântico - Europa, 

S.A.  

From 2003 to 2006, he was a non-executive director on the Board of Directors of Portugal Telecom 

SGPS and a member of its Audit Committee.  

From 2000 to 2003 he was a managing partner of Fundamentis, Lda., a project in the area of 

finance, with a significant technological component.  

From 1992 to 2000, he was Vice-Chairman and CFO of Telecel/Vodafone, SA being responsible for 

the administrative and financial areas.  

In 1994 and 1995 he was also non-executive director of Telechamada, SA, a paging operator owned 

by Telecel.  

From 1988 to 1991, he was a member of the Board of Directors of Quimigal, Química de Portugal, SA. 

being responsible for the implementation of the corporate restructuring project and for the 

development of the reprivatisation process. During this period he was a non-executive director for 

various companies in the Group. 

From 1981 to 1988, he was chief financial officer of Quimibro, Lda. a company held by Quimigal.  

He began his career in 1980 as analyst in the Metals Marketing Department of the Inorganic 

Chemistry and Metals Division of Quimigal, EP. 
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34. REGULATIONS OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

 

Under the terms of the Company’s Articles of Association and the Regulations of the Audit Committee, this 

Committee carries out the functions and duties provided for in Articles 420, 420-A and 422, all of the 

Commercial Companies Code. 

 

In the performance of its duties assigned by law and the articles of association, the Audit Committee is 

responsible in particular for the following: 

 

a) Supervising the management of the company; 

b) Ensuring that the law and the memorandum of association are observed; 

c) Verifying the regularity of all books, accounting registers and supporting documents; 

d) Whenever it deems such action convenient and by the means it considers appropriate, verifying 

the extent of cash and the stock of any kind of assets or securities belonging to the company or 

received by it by way of guarantee, as a deposit or in any other capacity; 

e) Verifying the accuracy of the financial statements; 

f) Verifying whether the accounting policies and valuing criteria adopted by the company lead to the 

correct valuation of the assets and the results; 

g) Drawing up an annual report on its supervision of the company and issuing a statement of opinion 

on the annual report, accounts and proposals presented by the management, in which it must 

express its agreement or not with the annual management report, with the annual accounts and 

with the legal certification of accounts or declaration that it is impossible to certify them; 

h) Convening the general meeting whenever the chairman of the general meeting fails to do so; 

i) Supervising the process of preparation and disclosure of financial information; 

j) Supervising the auditing of the company’s financial statements; 

k) Engaging the services of experts to assist one or more of its members in the exercise of their 

duties. The engagement and remuneration of experts must take into account the importance of 

the matters committed to their attention and the economic situation of the company; 

l) Assessing the functioning of the risk management system, the internal control system and the 

internal auditing system and supervise their efficiency, proposing any adjustments that may be 

deemed necessary, as well as receiving the corresponding reports; 

m) Receiving notifications of irregularities (“whistleblowing”) submitted by shareholders, company 

employees or others, informing the Company entity responsible for handling the irregularity 

reported; 
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n) Being the main counterpart of the external auditor and the first recipient of the relevant reports, 

and being responsible, inter alia, for proposing the relevant remuneration and ensuring that the 

proper conditions for the provision of services are provided within the company.  

o) Assessing the external auditor on an annual basis and proposing to the competent body its 

dismissal or termination of the contract for services when there is a valid basis for said dismissal  

p) Proposing the appointment of the statutory auditor to the general meeting; 

q) Supervising the independence of the statutory auditor, in particular with regard to the provision of 

additional services; 

r) Approving the engaging of the external auditor or any entity which are its affiliates or part of the 

same network, for services other than audit services, by the Company or any entities with which it is 

linked by a relationship of control. Such engagements must be clarified in the Annual Report on 

Corporate Governance and must not exceed more than 30% of the total value of services rendered 

to the company; 

s)Issuing a prior opinion on relevant business activities with qualified shareholders, or entities with 

whom they are in any relationship, according to Art. 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code; 

t) Confirming whether the corporate governance report disclosed includes the information listed in Art. 

245 of the Portuguese Securities Code; 

u) Carrying out any other duties required by law or by the memorandum of association. 

 

In particular, the Audit Committee must: 

 

a) Supervise and issue its opinion on the company’s annual, half-yearly and quarterly financial 

information, including, in particular, the scope, the process of preparation and disclosure as well as 

the accuracy of the accounting documents; 

b) To make a decision, in advance and in good time, and give a prior opinion, within the limits of its 

legal and statutory powers and duties and whenever deemed necessary to fulfil its responsibilities 

and duties as set forth in these Regulations, on any reports, documentation or information of a 

financial nature, that are assessed by the Board of Directors and are to be disclosed to the 

market, or to be submitted by the Company to any competent supervisory authority.  

 

 

For the exercise of their functions, any member of the Audit Committee may, jointly or separately: 
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a) Obtain from the management the presentation of any books, records and documents belonging to 

the company for examination and certification thereof, and verify the existence of any types of 

assets, namely cash, securities and merchandise;  

b) Obtain from the management or from any of the directors information or clarifications about the 

course of the operations or activities of the company or about any of its businesses;  

c) Obtain, under the terms of Article 421.2 of the Commercial Companies Code, from third parties 

who have carried out operations on behalf of the company, any information required for 

clarification of such operations;  

d) Attend board meetings, whenever it sees fit.  

 

 

In addition to general and particular duties emerging from their duty of supervision, the members of the Audit 

Committee have the following: 

 

a) The duty to exercise conscientious and impartial supervision, without taking any advantage of the 

information to which they have access in the course of their duties; 

b) The duty to attend meetings of the Board of Directors to which its Chairman calls them, to attend 

meetings of the Executive Committee and of the Board of Directors in which the quarterly, half-

yearly and annual accounts are reviewed and to attend the General Meetings; 

c) The duty to keep confidential any facts and information made known to them as a result of their 

supervisory activity, notwithstanding the duty to report any criminal activities to the competent 

authorities and to report at the first General Meeting that takes place, all irregularities and 

inaccuracies found and explanations asked for and received concerning them; 

d) The duty to report to the Company reasonably in advance or, if unforeseeable, immediately, any 

circumstances that affect their independence and impartiality or that constitute a legal conflict of 

interest to carry out their duties; 

e) The duty to report to the Company, within three days, any acquisition or sale of shares or bonds 

issued by the Company or any of its subsidiaries, made by themselves or by any person or entity 

as determined by law, in particular Art. 20 and Art. 248-B of the Portuguese Securities Code and 

Art. 447 of the Commercial Companies Code. 
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The relationship between the Audit Committee and the Board of Directors should be assured by the 

Chairman of the Audit Committee and by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or by the Director that the 

Board of Directors designates for that purpose. 

 

The Audit Committee obtains from the Board of Directors, namely through the Audit and Finance 

Commission of the Board of Directors, all the necessary information to carry out its duties, namely relating to 

the operational and financial progress of the company, changes to its business portfolio, the terms of any 

transactions that have occurred and the details of the decisions taken. 

 

The Audit Committee may, whenever deemed necessary, request from heads of the different departments 

any information considered necessary for carry out its duties, generally giving prior notice to the Executive 

Committee. 

 

The Audit Committee, whenever deemed necessary, shall request from the Chairman of the Board of 

Directors: 

a) The minutes of the meetings of the Executive Committee, as well as the half-yearly reports on its 

activities that it has prepared; and  

b)  The notices of meetings, the minutes of the Board of Directors and the corresponding support 

documents. 

 

Each year the Audit Committee obtains from the internal auditor information on the internal audit plan and a 

periodical summary of the main conclusions of the internal audit, without prejudice to it also being a recipient 

of the internal audit report. 

 

The Audit Committee keeps a record of all irregularities that are reported, taking necessary measures with 

the Board of Directors and/or the internal and/or external auditors, and prepares a report thereon. 

 

The Regulations of the Audit Committee are available for consultation on the Company website. 
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35. MEETINGS OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE AND ATTENDANCE OF EACH 

MEMBER 

 

The Audit Committee meets at least quarterly and may meet extraordinarily on the initiative of its chairman 

or at the request of any of its members, who must propose the date and agenda. 

 

Minutes shall be drawn up for each meeting, which are subject to formal approval at the following meeting 

and signed by all the members who attended the meeting. 

 

The decisions of the Audit Committee are taken by a majority, the chairman having a deciding vote. 

Members who do not agree with the decisions must state the reasons for their disagreement in the minutes. 

 

During the year of 2013, the Audit Committee met 3 times. 

 

 

 
Attendance at the meetings of the 

Audit Committee  

Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto 3/3 P 

Eugénio Luís Lopes Franco Ferreira 3/3 P 

Nuno Tiago Bandeira de Sousa Pereira 3/3 P 

 

P – present. 

 

 

37. INTERVENTION IN ENGAGING ADDITIONAL SERVICES FROM THE 

EXTERNAL AUDITOR 

 

In order to ensure the independence of the External Auditor, the Audit Committee, according to its 

Regulations, has the following powers and duties with regard to the external audit: 

 

• Approving the engaging of the external auditor or any entity which are its affiliates or part of the 

same network, for services other than audit services, by the Company or any entities with which it is 

linked by  a  relationship of control.  Such engagements  must be clarified in  the Annual  Report  on  
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• Corporate Governance and must not exceed more than 30% of the total value of services rendered 

to the company; 

• It is the main counterpart of the external auditor and the first recipient of the relevant reports, and is 

responsible, inter alia, for proposing the relevant remuneration and ensuring that the proper 

conditions for the provision of services are provided within the company; and 

• It evaluates the external auditor on an annual basis and proposing to the competent body its 

dismissal or termination of the contract of services when there is a valid basis for said dismissal. 

 

In addition, still under the Anglo-saxon governance model in force in the company up to 30 September 2013, 

the Audit Committee approved regulations for the provision of services by External Auditors, defining the 

regime applicable to non-audit or audit-related services provided by the External Auditor to the then ZON 

Multimédia (now ZON OPTIMUS) and its subsidiary companies included in its scope of consolidation. These 

regulations are applicable to the services provided by the External Auditor and related companies. 

Under the aforementioned regulations, the hiring of non-audit or audit-related services must be considered 

on a basis of exception or complementarity, respectively, and in accordance with the rules set out in those 

Regulations. 

 

Assessment of the admissibility of the services provided was dependent on appraisal by the Audit 

Commission, depending now on the Audit Committee, since October 1st 2013, which will consider the following 

principles: (i) an auditor may not audit their own work; (ii) an auditor may not hold a position or carry out work 

that is a management responsibility; (iii) an auditor may not act directly or indirectly in representation of their 

client. 

In addition, pursuant to the same regulations, the annual fees for non-audit or audit-related services in total 

may not exceed an amount corresponding to 30% of the total fees with auditing services. 

The provision of the services by the External Auditor requires the approval and authorisation of the Audit 

Committee. 

 

 

38. OTHER FUNCTIONS 

 

Under the terms of the Company’s Articles of Association and their regulations, it is to be noted that the 

Audit Committee: 
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• Evaluates the functioning of the risk management system, the internal control system and the 

internal auditing system and supervises their efficiency, proposing any adjustments that may be 

deemed necessary, as well as receiving the corresponding reports; 

• Receives notifications of irregularities (whistleblowing) submitted by shareholders, company 

employees or others, informing the Company entity responsible for handling the irregularity 

reported; 

• Issues a prior opinion on relevant business activities with qualified shareholders, or entities with which 

they are in any relationship, according to Art. 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code; 

• Supervises and issues its opinion on the company’s annual, half-yearly and quarterly financial 

information, including, in particular, the scope, the process of preparation and disclosure as well as 

the accuracy of the accounting documents; and 

• Makes a decision, in advance and in good time, and gives a prior opinion on any reports, documents 

or information of a financial nature that may be evaluated by the Board of Directors and is to be 

disclosed to the market, or submitted by the Company to any competent supervisory authority.  
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III. STATUTORY AUDITOR  

 

39. IDENTIFICATION OF THE STATUTORY AUDITOR 

 

Pursuant to Article 22.3 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Statutory Auditor or Audit Firm, full 

and alternate, is elected by the General Meeting acting on a proposal from the Audit Committee. 

At the General Meeting, on 1 October 2013, the following were elected as full and alternate Auditors for the 

three-year period 2013/2015:  

 

Full: PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, Lda. (ROC No. 183), represented by (i) Abdul Nasser 

Abdul Sattar (ROC No. 958), or (ii) Paulo Alexandre Martins Quintas Paixão (ROC No. 1427); 

 

Alternate: José Manuel Henriques Bernardo (ROC No. 903). 

 

Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier and as announced to the market on 3 January 2014, the Company 

received a notification, dated 30 December 2014, from its full Audit Firm - PricewaterhouseCoopers & 

Associados, SROC, Lda. - according to which it is now represented by: (i) Hermínio António Paulos Afonso 

(ROC No. 712), or (ii) Jorge Manuel Santos Costa (ROC No. 847). 

 

 

40. NUMBER OF YEARS WORKING FOR THE COMPANY 
 

At the General Meeting on 19 April 2010, the Company’s full and alternate Statutory Auditors were elected 

for the three-year period 2010/2012, namely: 

 

Full: Oliveira, Reis & Associados, SROC, Lda., represented by José Vieira dos Reis (ROC No. 359); 

 

Alternate: Fernando Marques Oliveira (ROC No. 207),  

 

Remaining in office until October 1st 2013, date of the new appointment at the extraordinary General Meeting, 

on October 1st 2013. 

 

At this extraordinary General Meeting, on October 1st 2013, the new full and alternate Statutory Auditor, 

referred to in the previous point (Point 39) were elected. 
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Thus, 2013 was the year in which the current full and alternate Statutory Auditors began their work with the 

Company. 

 

 

41. DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED 

 

As at 31 December 2013, the company PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, Lda. is also the 

Company’s External Auditor. 

 

In this context, it is to be noted that on 19 December 2013, the Company launched a tender for the selection 

of a new External Auditor and the final decision will be taken during the first quarter of 2014. 

 

 

 

 

IV. EXTERNAL AUDITOR 

 

42. IDENTIFICATION OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR AND PARTNER 

 

The external auditors of ZON OPTIMUS are independent entities with international standing and their actions 

are closely monitored and supervised by the company’s Audit Committee.  

ZON OPTIMUS does not grant its external auditors any damages protection.  

 

The External Auditor, within the limits of its powers, verifies the application of the remuneration policies and 

systems as well as the efficacy and operation of internal control mechanisms, reporting to the Audit 

Committee any deficiencies or opportunities for improvement that it may identify.  

 

As noted, on 31 December 2013, the External Auditor of ZON OPTIMUS was the company 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers & Associados, SROC, Lda., represented by the partner (i) Hermínio António Paulos 

Afonso or (ii) Jorge Manuel Santos Costa. 
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43. NUMBER OF YEARS WORKING FOR THE COMPANY 

 

The former ZON Multimédia, now ZON OPTIMUS, changed its auditing companies in 2008, so the 

Company’s current External Auditor has carried out these duties for 6 years, being now in the third term of 

office envisaged as the limit by recommendation IV.3. of the Portuguese Securities Market Commission. 

 

 

44. ROTATION OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR AND PARTNER 

 

Pursuant to the Regulations of the Audit and Finance Commission, this Commission advises the Audit 

Committee, in the name of the Board of Directors, on the appointment, duties and remuneration of the 

External Auditor. 

 

As provided for in the Regulations of the Audit Committee, this Committee evaluates the external auditor on 

an annual basis and proposes to the competent body its dismissal or termination of the contract for services 

when there is a valid basis for said dismissal. 

 

 

45. BODY RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR 

AND PERIODICITY 

 

In view of the above, in compliance with Recommendation II.2.3. of the Corporate Governance Code (2013) of 

the Portuguese Securities Market Commission and pursuant to Article 3.1(o) of the Regulations of the Audit 

Committee, this Committee evaluates the External Auditor annually, and proposes to the competent body its 

dismissal or the termination of the service agreement whenever there is just cause.  

 

 

46. IDENTIFICATION OF NON-AUDIT WORK 

 

In 2010, the company’s supervisory body, then the Audit Committee, approved a regulation for the provision 

of services by external auditors that defines the regime applicable to non-audit or audit-related services 

provided by the External Auditor to ZON OPTIMUS and its subsidiaries included in its scope of consolidation. 

These regulations are applicable to the services provided by the External Auditor and related companies.  
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Under the aforementioned regulations, the hiring of non-audit or audit-related services must be considered 

on a basis of exception or complementarity, respectively, and in accordance with the rules set out in those 

Regulations. Assessment of the admissibility of the services rendered depends on an evaluation by the 

supervisory body (now Audit Committee), which will consider the following principles: (i) an auditor may not 

audit their own work; (ii) an auditor may not hold a position or carry out work that is a management 

responsibility; (iii) an auditor may not act directly or indirectly in representation of their client. 

 

The non-audit services included, in 2013: (i) due diligence services provided in connection with the merger of 

Zon and Optimus; and (ii) tax consultancy services provided to ZON OPTIMUS and to the subsidiary 

OPTIMUS – Comunicações, S.A.. 

 

The non-audit services were hired from the External Auditor in accordance with the policy previously defined 

and the Audit Committee recognised that their hiring did not affect the independence of the External Auditor. 

 

As can be seen below, the additional services did not represent, among all the services provided, a share 

greater than 30%. 

 

 

47. REMUNERATION PAID TO THE AUDITOR AND ITS NETWORK 

 

In 2013, ZON OPTIMUS Group (the Company and companies controlled by or in the same group as the 

company) paid, as fees to the ZON OPTIMUS statutory auditor and external auditor, 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and to its network of companies, the following amounts: 
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  Zon Optimus 

 

Companies included in 

the group 

Total 

  Value  % Value  % Value  % 

STATUTORY AUDIT AND OTHER 

AUDITING SERVICES 
107,814 35% 223,640 91% 331,454 60% 

OTHER RELIABILITY ASSURANCE 

SERVICES 
74,790 24% 7,750 3% 82,540 15% 

Auditing services 182,604 60% 231,390 95% 413,994 75% 

TAX ADVISORY SERVICES 1,490 0% 9,492 4% 10,982 2% 

OTHER SERVICES 121,675 40% 3,618 1% 125,293 23% 

Zon Optimus 305,769 100% 244,500 100% 550,269 100% 

 

The risk management policy at ZON OPTIMUS, supervised by the Audit Committee in coordination with the 

Audit and Finance Committee, monitors and controls the services requested from the External Auditor and 

their network of companies, in order for their independence not to be undermined. The fees paid by the ZON 

OPTIMUS Group to the PwC group represent less than 1% of the total annual turnover of PwC, in Portugal. In 

addition, every year a “Charter of independence” is prepared, in which PwC guarantees compliance with 

international guidelines on auditor independence. 

 

In addition, pursuant to the regulations approved by the Audit Committee, the annual fees for non-audit or 

audit-related services in total may not exceed an amount corresponding to 30% of the total fees with 

auditing services. In 2013, the auditing services represented 75% of total fees. Quarterly, the Audit 

Committee receives and analyses information on the fees and services provided by the External Auditor. 

 

The Audit Committee, in the course of its duties, carries out each year a global assessment of the 

performance of the external auditor and also of its independence. In addition, whenever necessary or 

appropriate on the basis of developments in the company’s activity or configuration of the market in general, 

the Audit Committee reflects on the suitability of the external auditor to carry out its duties. In this context, 

ZON OPTIMUS changed audit firm in 2008, for  which reason  the  Company’s current  external auditor  has  
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been in office for six years and thus has not yet passed the limit of three terms of office provided for in 

Recommendation IV.3. of the Corporate Governance Code (2013) of the Portuguese Securities Market 

Commission. 
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C. INTERNAL ORGANISATION 
 

I. ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION 
 

48. RULES ON CHANGING THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION 
 

By law and under the company’s articles of association (Article 12.4(d)), changes in the articles of 

association, including those concerning capital increases, must be voted on by the Shareholders.  

These votes are taken by a majority of two thirds of the votes cast, corresponding to the majority provided for 

by law, not applying, therefore, any qualified meeting quorum or deliberative quorum. 

 

Thus:  

- For the General Meeting to be able to vote, on first notice, on a change in the articles of association, 

shareholders must be present or represented holding at least shares corresponding to one third of the share 

capital. On second call, the meeting may vote whatever the number of shareholders present or represented 

and the capital they represent (Article 383.2 and 3 of the Commercial Companies Code); 

 

- Votes concerning changes in the articles of association must be approved by a minimum of two thirds of 

the votes cast, whether the General Meeting meets on first or on second call, unless, in the latter case, 

shareholders are present or represented holding at least half of the share capital, in which case these votes 

can be by a majority of the votes cast (Article 386.3 of the Commercial Companies Code). 

 

 

 

 

II. REPORTING OF IRREGULARITIES 
 

49. MEANS AND POLICY 
 

ZON OPTIMUS has a policy for reporting irregularities occurring within the Company, and has a Regulation 

on Procedures to be Adopted in respect of the Reporting of Irregularities (“Whistleblowing”), approved in 

2007.  

 

In connection with this Regulation, “irregularities” are considered to be all intentional or negligent acts or 

omissions occurring in the course of the Group’s activities, contrary to legal or regulatory provisions, to the 

provisions of the articles of association or to the rules or ethical principles of  ZON OPTIMUS and  attributable  
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to members of the statutory boards or other directors, executives and other workers and staff of the ZON 

OPTIMUS Group (irrespective of their hierarchical position or employment relationship). These irregularities 

include, among other things, the failure to comply with the rules and ethical principles set out in the ZON 

OPTIMUS Code of Ethics, particularly infringements related to the integrity of financial information and 

accounting practices, rules of conflict of interest, the internal control system and competition policies.  

 

The existence of this Regulation was announced on the ZON OPTIMUS intranet and on the Company’s 

website. 

 

Any irregularity can be reported through the procedures and mechanisms provided for in that Regulation. 

The reporting of any signs of irregularities must be made in writing with the indication “confidential”, 

addressed to the Audit Committe, by letter sent to the post box address [Apartado 14026 EC, 5 de Outubro, 

1064-001 Lisboa], hired for this exclusive purpose, or to the electronic mail address 

comunicar.irregularidades@zonoptimus.pt, also created exclusively for the purpose of reporting of 

irregularities. 

 

Reports of irregularities are received and handled by the Audit Committee, which is assisted, throughout the 

different stages of this process, by the Secretary General and by the Department of Auditing and Risk 

Management. The Audit Committee is competent to take the necessary decisions, informing the Chairman of 

the Executive Committee and the Director responsible for Financial matters at ZON OPTIMUS of such 

decisions, as well as other internal or external entities whose involvement is required or justified. 

In either case, the identity of those reporting the irregularities is kept confidential (when it is known), unless 

otherwise unequivocally intended and declared. In no event may any reprisal or retaliation against 

whomsoever makes the aforementioned reports be tolerated. 

 

The Audit Committee, within the limits of its powers, shall monitor the appropriateness of the procedure 

established by the aforementioned Regulation. 
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III. INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

50. ENTITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR INTERNAL AUDITING AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT 

 

The internal control and risk management system at ZON OPTIMUS consists of various key parties with the 

following responsibilities and goals: 

 

• Executive Committee - The Executive Committee is responsible for the creation and functioning of the 

Company’s internal control and risk management system, in exercise of the powers of day-to-day 

management conferred by the Board of Directors. It is also responsible for setting risk objectives, in order 

to ensure that the risks actually incurred are consistent with those objectives. 

• Areas of business – Each functional department in the ZON OPTIMUS business units is, as part of its 

responsibility in corporate or functional processes, responsible for the implementation of internal controls 

and for the management of their specific risks. In addition, for the development of certain risk 

management programmes, specific risk management teams may be set up, such as risk committees or 

working teams. These normally include an executive coordinator, a committee of directors and a team of 

pivots representing the business units. 

• Risk Management – The risk management areas work to raise awareness, measure and manage business 

risks that interfere with the fulfilment of goals and with value creation within the organisation. They 

contribute with tools, methodologies, support and know-how to the business areas. They also promote and 

monitor the implementation of programmes, projects and actions aimed at bringing risk levels close to the 

acceptable limits laid down by the management.  

• Internal Auditing – Assesses risk exposure and verifies the effectiveness of risk management and of 

internal control of both business processes and information and telecommunications systems. Proposes 

measures to improve internal controls, aimed at more effective management of business and technology 

risks. Monitors the evolution of risk exposure associated with the main findings and non-conformities 

identified in the audits.  

• External Auditor – Verifies the effectiveness and functioning of internal control mechanisms and reports 

weaknesses identified to the Company’s supervisory body. The external auditor is responsible for verifying 

the accounts and for issuing the legal certification of accounts and an audit report. 

 

As an integral part of the Internal Control and Risk Management System, the Company has a corporate 

department specialising in risk – the Department of Internal Auditing and Risk Management – the mission of  
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which is to contribute to effective management of ZON OPTIMUS business risks. These Internal Auditing and 

Risk Management teams support the Company in the fulfilment of its objectives, adding value and improving 

the company’s operations, through a systematic and disciplined approach in order to assess and help to 

improve the effectiveness of risk management, internal control and corporate governance processes. 

 

The area of Risk Management includes the teams from the Risk Management and Continuous Risk 

Monitoring Programmes. Within its scope is the maintenance of an integrated system that includes the 

following activities: the management of Enterprise Risk Management, the management of the Internal Control 

Manual, management of the Business Continuity Management programme, management of the Information 

Security Management programme and its certification to ISO 27001 – Information security management 

systems, as well as the continuous monitoring of risks, through key indicators and follow-up of actions.  

These teams perform risk analysis, propose risk management policies for the company and coordinate cross-

cutting programmes or projects to implement risk management or internal control processes, ensuring the 

review, assessment and adaptation of the internal control manuals implemented in the main ZON OPTIMUS 

businesses. There are also risk management functions in some of the areas of business, particularly when the 

existence of specific pivots (interlocutors) is important for certain special aspects of risk management, such 

as Business Continuity Management, Information Security Management and Management of the Internal 

Control Manual. 

The area of Internal Auditing covers the Business Process Auditing and Systems Auditing teams. The 

following activities fall within its scope: assurance audits of processes and systems, compliance audits of the 

Internal Control Manual and the ISO 27001 certification, incident and complaint audits, as well as 

independent and objective advisory work.  

The activities of the Internal Auditing teams are defined under the Internal Audit Charter. The Internal 

Auditing activity is governed by the guidelines of the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), including the definition 

of internal audit, the Code of Ethics and the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing (IIA Standards). The annual Internal Audit plan is developed based on the Company’s annual 

Actions and Resources Plan and on a prioritisation of audit work, using a risk-based methodology that 

includes the results of Enterprise Risk Management and considers the roadmap for coverage of business 

procedures, telecommunications platforms and legal obligations. The internal audit plan also considers the 

contributions of the Executive Committee, of other senior managers, of the Audit and Finance Committee 

and, separately, of the Audit Committee which has a legal and statutory responsibility to state its position on 

the working plan and the resources allocated to the Internal Auditing services. 
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In accordance with good international practices, the Internal Auditing and Risk Management teams are 

certified to 28 auditing standards and risk management programmes. These include the Certified Internal 

Auditor (CIA), Certified in Control Self Assessment (CCSA), Certified Information System Auditor (CISA), ISO 

27001 Lead Auditor, Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), Management of Risk Foundation and Practitioner 

(MoR), Associated Business Continuity Professional (ABCP), Certified Continuity Manager (CCM), Certified 

Information System Security Manager (CISM), Certified Information System Security Professional (CISSP), 

ISO 27001 Lead Implementer, Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC), Cisco Certified 

Network Associate (CCNA), Project Management Professional (PMP) and Certified Project Management 

Associate (CPMA). 

   

 

51. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER BODIES OR COMMITTEES 

 

The hierarchical and functional relationships are those specified below: 

• Internal Auditing reports hierarchically to the ZON OPTIMUS Executive Committee, namely to the 

CFO (Chief Financial Office). 

• The Internal Auditing reports functionally to the ZON OPTIMUS Audit Committee, as the supervisory 

body with legal and statutory responsibility for assessing the performance of internal control and risk 

management systems, receiving the corresponding reports, and giving its opinion on the working 

plan and the resources allocated to the Audit Internal services. 

• Internal Auditing also reports functionally to the ZON OPTIMUS Audit and Finance Commission, as 

the specialised commission that advises the Board of Directors on certain matters, including those 

concerning the Auditing and Risk Management functions, thus reinforcing, complementarily, the 

supervision of these matters already carried out by the Audit Committee. 

• At Zon Optimus, Risk Management has reporting lines similar to those described for Internal 

Auditing. 

 

The remaining responsibilities for the creation, operation and periodic assessment of the internal control and 

risk management system are defined in the Regulations of corresponding bodies or committees. 
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52. OTHER COMPETENT AREAS IN RISK CONTROL 

 

In addition to the areas referred to in the preceding sections, the Company has other functional areas with 

competence in internal control and risk management that make a decisive contribution to maintaining and 

improving the control environment. Particularly notable in this context are the following business areas and 

processes: 

 

• The areas of Planning and Control, in coordination with the corresponding pivots in the areas of 

business, are responsible for drawing up and monitoring the implementation of annual action and 

resource plans, as well as budgets and forecasts, in the financial and operational components. 

• The various areas of business and individual employees are required to comply with the procedures 

set out in the Internal Control Manual, ensuring that all acts or transactions engaged in are 

appropriate and properly documented. 

• The different areas of business have processes and indicators to monitor operations and KPIs (Key 

Performance Indicators); 

• There are areas dedicated to monitoring specific business risks and generating alerts, such as the 

Revenue Assurance, Fraud and Service Security, and Network and Services Supervision teams, in 

telecommunications business. 

• The technical areas, including Networks and IT/IS, have indicators and alerts for interruptions in 

service and security incidents, on an operational level. 

• The various areas of business have internal controls that ensure not only their commitment in the 

environment of risk management and internal control, but also the permanent monitoring of the 

pattern of effectiveness and adequacy of these controls. 

 

 

53. MAIN TYPES OF RISK 

 

The Company is exposed to economic, financial and legal risks incidental to its business activities.  

 

In the context of ERM - Enterprise Risk Management -, ZON OPTIMUS implements risk management cycles 

at least biannually. In these cycles the major risks are reviewed and prioritised, updating them and subjecting 

them to a vote by the Executive Board aimed at classifying them according to their likelihood and impact. For 

the most critic risks, an analysis of risk drivers and of risk triggers may additionally be made, supplemented 

by identification of existing controls and  of  new actions for  the  management of these risks.  The  Company  
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has been implementing activities that help to mitigate risks to levels of acceptance sought and laid down by 

the Executive Board. 

ZON OPTIMUS classifies and groups types of risks using a BRM - Business Risk Model. This BRM 

incorporates a Risk Dictionary that can be used to systematically identify the risks that affect the company 

(common language), define and group risks in categories and also facilitate the identification of the main risk 

drivers. 

 

The main types of risks, ascertained in the last risk management cycles, and the corresponding strategies 

that have been adopted for their management will now be described. 

 

Economic risks 

 

• Economic Influences - The company is exposed to the current adverse economic climate in Portugal 

and consequently to a general reduction in consumption. In this context, there is a risk of the average 

revenue per user continuing to be affected by the high unemployment rate and the reduction in private 

and public consumption. ZON OPTIMUS has carefully monitored this risk and adopted strategies that 

help to reduce it. It has also identified opportunities, in conjunction with the competition and 

technological innovation risk response strategies that are described below. 

 

• Competition – This risk is related to the potential reduction in the prices of products and services, 

reduction in market share, loss of customers, increasing difficulty in obtaining and retaining customers. 

The management of competition risk has involved a strategy of investing in constant improvement in 

quality and innovation for the products and services provided, as well as diversification of supply and 

constant monitoring of customer preferences and/or needs. In addition, the process of operational 

integration of ZON and OPTIMUS businesses is a structuring factor to mitigate the risk of competition. 

 

• Technological Innovation – This risk is associated with the need for investment in increasingly 

competitive businesses (multimedia services, fixed and mobile internet, and fixed and mobile voice), 

subject to accelerated and sometimes unpredictable changes in technology. ZON OPTIMUS believes 

that having an optimised technical infrastructure is a critical success factor that helps to reduce 

potential failures in the leverage of technological developments. The Company has managed this risk 

with the aim of ensuring that the technologies and businesses in which it is investing are accompanied 

by a similar development in demand and consequently a rise in the use of the new services by 

customers. 
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• Business Interruption and Catastrophic Losses (Business Continuity Management) - Since the 

businesses of ZON OPTIMUS are based above all on the use of technology, potential failures in 

technical-operational resources (network infrastructures, information systems applications, servers, etc.) 

may cause a significant risk of business interruption, if they are not well managed. This may imply other 

risks for the Company, such as adverse impacts on reputation, on the brand, on revenue integrity, on 

customer satisfaction and on service quality, which may lead to the loss of customers. In the electronic 

communications sector, business interruption and other associated risks may be aggravated because 

the services are in real time (voice, data/internet and TV), and customers typically have low tolerance for 

interruptions. Under the BCM - Business Continuity Management programme, ZON OPTIMUS has 

implemented Business Continuity management processes that cover buildings, network infrastructures 

and the most critical activities that support communications services, for which it develops resilience 

strategies, continuity plans and actions, and incident/crisis management procedures. The continuity 

processes may be periodically subject to impact and risk analysis, as well as audits, tests and 

simulations. 

 

• Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (Information Security Management) - Bearing in mind that 

ZON OPTIMUS is part of a corporate group in the area of communications, audiovisual and film 

exhibition, its businesses make intensive use of information and of information and communication 

technologies that are typically subject to risks of availability, integrity, confidentiality and privacy. Under 

the ISM - Information Security Management programme, ZON OPTIMUS set up an Information 

Security Committee (GRC – Governance Risk and Compliance Committee) that is authorised by the 

Executive Committee to, among other responsibilities, monitor the risks associated with security and 

privacy, propose rules and organise awareness campaigns. The different business units, under the 

supervision of the Committee, develop a plan of internal actions with the aim of consolidating 

information security management processes and controls. For specific issues related to the 

confidentiality and privacy of personal data, the company has a Chief Personal Data Protection Officer 

(CPDPO) who is responsible for compliance with laws and regulations applicable to data processing, 

acts in the name of the company in interaction with the national regulatory authority for data protection 

(CNPD - National Commission for Data Protection) and promotes the adoption of data protection 

principles, in line with international standards and best practices. Employees and partners assume 

obligations of confidentiality, secrecy and protection of personal data and must not transmit to any 

third parties the data to which they have access in the course of and as a result of their duties. In 

addition, the company has some business segments and processes related to customer management 

(support, billing and collection), certified to ISO 27001 - Information Security Management Systems. 
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• Service Fraud (Management of Telecommunications Fraud) - Customer or third party fraud is a common 

risk in the telecommunications sector. Perpetrators of fraud may take advantage of the potential 

vulnerabilities of the network process or of the communications service. In view of this situation, ZON 

OPTIMUS has a team dedicated to Service Fraud and Security Management. In order to encourage 

secure use of communications services, it has developed various initiatives and implemented controls, 

including the provision of an intermodal platform with information on security risks and service fraud, as 

well as the continuous improvement of processes to monitor and mitigate these risks. Fraud controls are 

implemented to prevent anomalous situations of fraudulent use or situations of misuse (piracy) with a 

direct impact on revenue. ZON OPTIMUS has also joined initiatives developed by the GSM Association 

(GSMA), including the GSMA Fraud Forum and the GSMA Security Group. 

 

• Revenue and Cost Assurance (Enterprise Business Assurance) - Telecommunications businesses are 

subject to inherent operational risks associated with the assurance and monitoring of customer revenue 

and costs, from a viewpoint of revenue flows and platform integrity. Billing processes perform revenue 

controls, with regard to invoicing quality. ZON OPTIMUS also has a Revenue Assurance area that applies 

processes to control revenue loss (underinvoicing) and cost control with the aim of presenting a consistent 

chain of revenue and costs, from the moment the customer enters our provisioning systems, involving the 

provision of the communications service, up to the time of invoicing and charging.  

 

Financial risks 

 

• Taxes – The Company is exposed to changes in tax legislation and varied interpretations of the 

application of tax and parafiscal regulations. The Finance Department contributes to management of 

this risk, monitoring all tax regulations and seeking to guarantee maximum tax efficiency. This 

department may also be supported by tax consultants whenever the questions being analysed are more 

critical and, for this reason, require interpretation by an independent entity. 

 

• Credit and Collections – These risks are associated with a reduction in receipts from customers due to 

possible ineffective or deficient operation of collection procedures and/or changes in the legislation that 

regulates the provision of essential services and have an impact on the recovery of customer debts. The 

current adverse economic climate also significantly contributes to the worsening of these risks. They are 

mitigated through the definition of a monthly plan of collection actions, their follow-up and validation 

and the review of results. Where necessary, the procedure and the timings of these actions are adjusted 

to ensure the receipt of customer debts.  The aim is  to  ensure that the  amounts  owed  are  effectively  
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collected within the periods negotiated without affecting the financial health of the company. In addition, 

ZON OPTIMUS has credit insurance and specific areas for Credit Control, Collections and Litigation 

Management. 

 

Legal risks 

 

• Legal and Regulatory – Regulatory aspects are important in the telecommunications business, subject 

to specific rules, mainly defined by the sector regulator ICP – ANACOM (National Communications 

Authority). Similarly, ZON OPTIMUS must comply with regulatory frameworks defined on a European 

level that have a direct effect in Portugal. In addition to specific rules related to the telecommunications 

sector, ZON OPTIMUS is also subject to horizontal legislation, including competition law. The Legal and 

Regulatory Department assists in the management of these risks, monitoring changes in applicable laws 

and regulations, given the threats and opportunities they represent for the competitive position of ZON 

OPTIMUS in the business sectors in which it operates.  

 

 

54. RISK MANAGEMENT 

 

The risk management and internal control processes at ZON OPTIMUS, including the methodologies used to 

identify, assess and monitor risks, are described in this section. 

 

The risk management and internal control processes are supported by a consistent and systematic 

methodology, based on the international standard Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated Framework, 

issued by COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission). In addition, for the 

management of risks related to Information security and Business Continuity, specific methodologies were 

also considered in line with the standards from the ISO 2700x series - Information Security Management 

and with ISO 22301 - Business Continuity Management, as well as legal and regulatory requirements on 

network security and integrity (supervised by ICP-ANACOM) and on personal data privacy (supervised by 

CNPD). 

 

The methodologies adopted for the internal control system also took into consideration the references 

provided by organisations responsible for promoting the existence of control mechanisms in markets, 

including recommendations from the Corporate Governance Code of the CMVM (Portuguese Securities 

Market Commission) and from the IPCC (Portuguese Institute of Corporate Governance), as well as the  
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Commercial Companies Code. In addition, for aspects of internal control related to ICT (Information and 

Communication Technologies), the COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology) 

framework was considered. 

 

The diagram below illustrates the main stages of the ZON OPTIMUS risk management cycle, which can be 

applied to entities or to the business processes of its main subsidiaries. 

 

. 

 

 

Risk Management Cycle  

(ERM - Enterprise Risk Management) 

 

In line with this general methodology, the management and control of risks are achieved using the main 

approaches and methods presented below: 

 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)  

 

Approach: This approach seeks to align the risk management cycle with the company’s strategic 

planning cycle. It enables ZON OPTIMUS businesses to assign priorities and identify critical risks that 

may compromise its performance and its objectives, and to adopt actions to manage these risks, within 

predefined levels of acceptance. This is achieved through constant monitoring of risks and the 

implementation of certain corrective measures.  
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Business Continuity Management (BCM) 

 

Approach: Seeks to mitigate the risk of interruptions of critical business activities that may arise as a 

consequence of disasters, technical-operational failures or human failures. The scope of this process also 

includes the assessment and management of physical security risks at the company’s critical sites.  

Method: 1. Understand the business >> 2. Define resilience strategies >> 3. Develop and implement 

continuity and crisis management plans >> 4. Test, maintain and audit the BCM plans and processes 

 

Information Security Management (ISM) 

 

Approach: Seeks to manage risks associated with the availability, integrity, confidentiality and privacy of 

information. Its aims are to develop and maintain the Information Security Policy, to verify the compliance 

of procedures with the policy, to develop training and awareness programmes, and to establish and 

monitor KPIs for Information Security.  

Method: 1. Identify critical information >> 2. Detail critical information support platforms/resources >> 3. 

Assess the security risk level >> 4. Define and implement indicators >> 5. Manage and monitor risk 

mitigation measures 

 

Continuous Monitoring of Risks and Controls (CM - Continuous Monitoring) 

 

Approach: Can be used to continuously review business procedures, ensuring preventive, pro-active and 

dynamic maintenance of an acceptable level of risk and control. The Internal Control Manual 

systematises and references the controls, facilitating their disclosure and encouraging compliance by the 

different people involved in the organisation. 

Method: 1. Define processes, business cycles and data structure >> 2. Establish the design of controls >> 

3. Implement, disclose and ensure the effective application of controls >> 4. Analyse and report status 

metrics for the implementation of controls >> 5. Follow up action plans and update controls 
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55. MAIN FEATURES OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS RELATED TO THE DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

 

ZON OPTIMUS recognises that, as is the case with other listed companies with similar activities, it is 

potentially exposed to risks related to financial reporting and accounting processes. The Company is thus 

committed to maintaining an effective internal control environment, especially in these processes. It intends 

to ensure the quality and improvement of the most important processes for preparation and disclosure of 

financial statements, in accordance with the accounting principles adopted and bearing in mind its goals of 

transparency, consistency, simplicity and materiality. In this context, the Company’s attitude to financial risk 

management has been conservative and prudent.  

 

Functional responsibilities for financial statements on the corporate level of ZON OPTIMUS and in the 

Group’s subsidiary companies are distributed as follows: 

 

• Entity Level Controls are defined in corporate terms, including ZON OPTIMUS, being applicable to all 

the group companies, and aim to establish internal control guidelines for ZON OPTIMUS subsidiaries; 

• Process Level Controls and IS/IT Controls are defined in corporate terms, being applied to ZON 

OPTIMUS subsidiaries, adapted to their specific characteristics, organisation and responsibility for 

processes. In view of this division, the controls related to collection of the information that will be the 

basis for preparation of the financial statements can be found at the subsidiary companies; Conversely, 

the controls related to processing, recording and filing this information in accounting books can be 

found at a corporate level in the Administration and Finance Department. 

 

The internal control and risk management system associated with financial statements includes the key 

controls specified below: 

• The process of disclosure of financial information is institutionalised. The criteria for preparation and 

disclosure have been duly approved, are fully established and periodically reviewed. 

• The use of accounting principles, explained throughout the notes to the financial statements, is one of 

the key pillars of the control system. 

• The controls are aggregated by the business cycles that give rise to the financial statements, and by 

the corresponding classes and subclasses of transactions. 

• Indexing is maintained between the risks and headings in the financial statements, in order to assess the 

impact on them as a result of fluctuations in risk levels, and the generation of various analysis reports. 

• Indexing is maintained between the risks, the controls defined in the Internal  Control Manual  and  the  
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• four commonly accepted financial assertions: 

 

• Completeness: to ensure that all transactions are recorded, that all valid transactions are submitted 

for processing and that there are no duplicate records; 

• Accuracy: to ensure that transactions are recorded correctly including recording in the accounts in 

the correct period in which they occurred, with appropriate accrual accounting; 

• Validity: which means that all transactions are valid, complying with two fundamental criteria: (i) they 

are properly approved in accordance with delegations of power and (ii) are related to the normal 

activities of the company, in other words, they are legal; 

• Restricted Access: seeks to ensure that there are appropriate restrictions on access to information in 

electronic format or any other means of protecting assets.  

 

In order to guarantee the know-how of all the those involved in the financial reporting process with regard to 

the company’s operations, to applicable regulations and to the technical knowledge necessary to fulfil their 

responsibilities, the Finance Department drew up, ensured the approval, disclosed and uses the “Manual of 

Accounting Policies and Procedures of the ZON OPTIMUS Group”. This Manual describes, among other 

things, the policies and procedures implemented and their relevance to the IFRS (International Financial 

Reporting Standards) and also addresses potential causes of risk that may materially affect accounting and 

financial reporting. 

 

These potential causes of risk include the following: 

 

• Accounting estimates and provisions – The most significant accounting estimates are described in the 

notes to the financial statements. The estimates were based on the best information available during 

the preparation of the financial statements, and on the best understanding and best experience of past 

and/or present events. 

• Balances and transactions with related parties – The most significant balances and transactions with 

related parties are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.  

 

ZON OPTIMUS adopts various measures to help manage risks and maintain a robust internal control 

environment, including initiatives of the following type: 
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• Conformity tests – These include periodical self-assessment of the internal control system and the 

consequent revision of the Internal Control Manual, ensuring that it is always up-to-date. They also 

include corrective actions concerning control procedures considered non-compliant, as a result of 

conformity assessment by Internal Auditing and by the External Auditor. 

• The improvement of control documentation – This includes the implementation and revision of control 

procedures associated with processes or areas not yet covered by the Internal Control Manual. It also 

includes the identification of initial risks (inherent risk), the identification of processes with higher levels of 

materiality, the improvement of control documentation, and analysis of the current risk status (residual 

risk). 

 

In addition to the financial risks referred to in the section on the main types of risks with an impact on the 

business, the Company is potentially exposed to other financial risks that may have an impact on the 

financial statements, such as credit risk (related to balances receivable), liquidity risk (related to sufficient 

assets to cover liabilities), market risk (related to exchange rate and interest rate variations) and capital risk 

(related to financial loans and the remuneration of shareholders). Throughout the notes to the financial 

statements, more specific information can be found on financial risk management policies, as well as on how 

risks associated with the financial statements are managed and controlled. 

 

 

 

 

IV. INVESTOR INFORMATION 

 

56. DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBLE FOR INVESTOR INFORMATION 

 

The company has had an Investor Relations Department since it was first set up, to ensure proper relations 

with shareholders, investors and analysts, under the principle of equal treatment, as well as with the financial 

markets in general and, in particular, with the regulated market where the shares representing the capital of 

ZON OPTIMUS are admitted to trading - NYSE Euronext Lisbon - and with the regulator, the Portuguese 

Securities Market Commission (CMVM). 

 

Each year the Investor Relations Department publishes the management report and accounts, also 

publishing annual, half-yearly and quarterly information, in accordance with corporate law and the laws of 

Portuguese capital market. The  Company  discloses privileged information on  its activity  or the securities  it  
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has issued immediately and publicly and Shareholders can access this information on the Company website 

(www.zonoptimus.pt/ir). All the information is made available on the Company website in Portuguese and 

English. 

The Investor Relations Department also provides up-to-date information on the activities of ZON OPTIMUS to 

the financial community through regular press releases, presentations and announcements on the quarterly, 

half-yearly and annual results, as well as on any relevant facts that occur.  

It also provides full explanations to the financial community in general – shareholders, investors (institutional 

and private) and analysts, also assisting and supporting shareholders in the exercise of their rights. The 

Investor Relations Department organises regular meetings between the executive management team and the 

financial community through participation in specialised conferences, roadshows in both Portugal and the 

main international financial markets and frequently meets investors who are visiting Portugal. In 2013, the 

main Investor Relations events were: 

http://www.zonoptimus.pt/ir
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The functions, composition and contacts of the Investor Relations Department can be found on the Company 

website. 

Date Form at Locat ion

23 January Lisbon

28 / 29 January London

Boston

Princeton

31 January

01 February
NY

27 February Paris

09 May Lisbon

14 May Frankfurt

16 May Paris

23 / 24 May London

3, 4, 5 June Pan European Days NY

12 June Goldman Sachs European Cable Conference London

20 June XX Santander Global Banking & Markets TMT Conference Madrid

26 June UBS Pan European Small & Midcap Conference London

02 September Barclays Select European Media & Telecom Forum London

03 September DB European TMT Conference London

04 September Roadshow London

11 September BBVA Iberian Conference London

13 September X BPI Iberian Conference Porto

17 September CSFB European Telecoms Conference London

19 September BES 5th Annual Cable & Pay TV Conference London

25 September Roadshow Milan

20 / 21 November XIII Annual Morgan Stanley TMT Conference Barcelona

25 / 26 November Roadshow NY

10 December 21st ESN European Conference London

30 January Roadshow

Roadshow
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57. MARKET RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE 

 

Maria João Carrapato is the Investor Relations Representative for ZON OPTIMUS. 

 

Any interested party may request information from the Investor Relations Department, through the following 

contacts: 

 

Rua Actor António Silva, nº 9 

1600 - 203 Lisboa (Portugal) 

Tel. +(351) 21 782 47 25 

Fax: +(351) 21 782 47 35 

E-mail: ir@zonoptimus.pt 

 

 

58. ENQUIRIES 

 

The Company has a record of all enquiries and their processing, all of which have been properly dealt with in 

good time.  

 

It is to be noted that, as at 31 December 2013, there were no enquiries unanswered  

 

 

 

V. WEBSITE  

 

59. ADDRESSES 

 

Through its website (http://www.zonoptimus.pt/institucional/PT/Paginas/Home.aspx), ZON OPTIMUS offers 

access to information in Portuguese and English on its development and its current economic, financial and 

governance situation. 

 

60 to 65. Location for the provision of: (i) information on the company; (ii) articles of association and 

regulations; (iii) information on members of company boards and other structures; (iv) accounting documents 

and other financial documents; (v) notice of  meeting and preparatory  and  subsequent information; and  (vi)  

mailto:ir@zonoptimus.pt
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archive of decisions 

 

In line with Recommendation VI.1 of the CMVM Corporate Governance Code, the Company offers on its 

website  (http://www.zonoptimus.pt/institucional/PT/Investidores/Paginas/default.aspx) the following 

information and/or documentation, in Portuguese and English: 

 

- Company name, its public company status, location of its headquarters and other elements referred to in 

Article 171 of the Commercial Companies Code; 

- Articles of association and regulations governing the functioning of the internal boards and committees 

(particularly the Executive Committee); 

- Identity of the members of the company boards and of the market liaison officer; 

- Investor Relations Department, composition, duties and contacts; 

- Financial statements from the last five years, as well as the half-yearly calendar of corporate events, 

disclosed at the beginning of each half-year, including, among other things, the general meetings, and 

disclosure of annual, half-yearly and quarterly accounts. 

- Notices convening the general meeting, proposals presented and extracts from minutes; 

- Archives with decisions taken by the Company’s general meeting, the share capital represented and the 

results of votes for at least the last three years. 

 

http://www.zonoptimus.pt/institucional/PT/Investidores/Paginas/default.aspx
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D. Remuneration  
 

I. POWER OF DECISION 

 

66. IDENTIFICATION 

 

Under Article 399 of the Commercial Companies Code and Article 14 of the company’s articles of 

association, the general meeting of shareholders or a committee that it appoints is responsible for setting the 

remuneration of the members of the statutory boards and other corporate bodies, taking into account the 

duties performed and the financial situation of the company.  

When there is a Remuneration Committee, it shall be made up of two or more members, shareholders or not 

and elected by the General Meeting (Article 14.2 of the company’s articles of association). 

 

 

 

 

II. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE 

 

67. COMPOSITION OF THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE 

 

At an extraordinary General Meeting, on October 1st 2013, a Remuneration Committee was appointed for the 

three-year period 2013/2015.  

 

The Remuneration Committee is made up of two members with recognised experience, particularly in the 

field of business, who have the necessary knowledge to handle and decide on all the matters within the 

competence of the Remuneration Committee, including the remuneration policy. 

 

In order to determine the remuneration policy, the Remuneration Committee accompanies and evaluates, 

constantly and with the support of the Nomination and Evaluation Committee, the performance of the 

Directors, verifying to what extent the objectives proposed have been achieved, and it shall meet whenever 

necessary.  

 

The composition of the Remuneration Committee, on December 31st 2013, was the following: 

Chairman: Ângelo Gabriel Ribeirinho dos Santos Paupério 

Member: Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva 
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Both the members of the Committee are independent from the executive members of the board of directors. 

 

The Company provides members of the Remuneration Committee with permanent access, at the expense of 

the Company, to third party consultants specialised in various different fields, whenever needed by the 

committee. During 2013, the Remuneration Committee did not engage any services to support the 

performance of its duties. 

 

The Remuneration Committee met 2 times in 2013, having decided on matters of assessment, remuneration 

and definition of the goals of the Executive Committee. 

 

 

68. KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE OF MEMBERS 

 

The members of the Remunaration Committee hold a vast and recognized management experience, namely 

in listed companies as presented in item 19 of this report. 

 

 

 

III. REMUNERATION STRUCTURE 

 

69. DESCRIPTION OF THE REMUNERATION POLICY 

 

A Remuneration Committee declaration on the remuneration policy for ZON OPTIMUS management and 

supervisory board members was submitted to the company’s shareholders at the ZON OPTIMUS general 

meeting on April 24th 2013, in compliance with Article 2 of Law 28/2009, of June 19th, a general outline of 

which is given below.  

Reward systems have a strategic role in the organisation’s ability to attract, to retain and to motivate the best 

professionals in the market. 

 

Best practices in remuneration systems for listed companies suggest the use of models that incorporate 

different components: a fixed component that works as “basis” remuneration and a variable one that may be 

annual bonus, profit sharing and/or the implementation of share plans. 
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The components of the ZON Optimus compensation scheme for executive directors are in line with practices 

in other comparable companies according to the benchmarking of market values for these compensations. 

The peer groups used for comparison, as considered in independent studies, were the following: i) benchmark 

PSI 20 and PSI 10; ii) benchmark Telecom – Tier 1 and Tier 2; iii) benchmark – Virgin, Telenet and Liberty 

Global. 

 

The variable remuneration associated with the achievement of management goals is applied through the 

following components: annual bonus, profit sharing and share plan. 

 

The annual bonus, ensuring alignment with the results, also seeks to maximize the long-term performance of 

the company. 

 

The Profit sharing can be proposed to shareholders by the Board of Directors, with the approval of the 

Nomination and Evaluation Committee. After assessment of the total amount to be distributed, the amount 

to be received by each member will also depend on alignment with the results. 

  

The Share Plans and Options approved at the general meeting aim to guarantee the alignment of individual 

interests with the corporate goals and interests of the ZON Optimus shareholders, rewarding the achievement 

of objectives that imply sustained value creation. 

 

The non-executive members of the board of directors, as they are not responsible for carrying out the defined 

strategies in a daily basis, have a compensation system that does not include any variable remuneration 

components, only a fixed amount. 

 

 

Remuneration policy for members of the supervisory bodies 

 

The members of the Supervisory Board, like other non-executive directors, only receive a fixed component. 

 

The Statutory Auditor is remunerated under the terms established in the contract, in accordance with the law. 

 

In view of the above, ZON Optimus considers that its remuneration model is properly structured, since: i) it 

defines a potential maximum total remuneration; ii) it rewards performance, through a relatively low fixed 

component in view of the total potential remuneration, as a mechanism to protect stakeholder interests; iii) it  
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discourages excessive risk-taking, since fifty per cent of the variable components – annual bonus and share 

allocation plan – are deferred in time, during three years; iv) it actively guarantees the adoption of policies 

that are sustainable over time, namely through the previous definition of business goals and because the 

effective payment of the deferred variable components depends on the achievement of objective conditions, 

associated with the economic soundness of the Company; v) it enables talent to be obtained and retained; 

and vi) it is in line with the comparable benchmarking. 

 

 

70. REMUNERATION STRUCTURE AND ALIGNMENT OF INTERESTS 

 

The aforementioned compensation system also has to ensure that the interests of executive directors are in 

line with the business objectives. The success of this strategy lies in ensuring that the alignment is conducted 

through clear objectives that are consistent with the strategy, strict metrics to assess individual performance, 

along with appropriate performance incentives that simultaneously encourage ethical principles. 

 

Therefore, The creation of value needs not just excellent professionals but also a framework of incentives that 

reflect both size and complexity of challenges. 

 

Each year the Remuneration Committee, in coordination with the Nomination and Evaluation Committee, 

defines the large variables to be assessed and their respective objective amounts.  

 

The variable component was calculated using the performance of ZON Optimus as measured by the 

previously defined business indicators. In 2013, Revenues, EBITDA (“Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, 

Depreciation and Amortization”), Operating Cash Flow, Net Profit and RGUs (“Revenue Generating Units”) 

were jointly considered.  

 

On the other hand, the goal of the component associated with the Share Plan, apart from complying with the 

already mentioned objectives for the annual bonus, is also to ensure the alignment with the creation of 

shareholder value and the strengthening of loyalty mechanisms. ZON Optimus has three Plans in operation 

(one called “Executivo Sénior”, another called “Standard” and a Share Plan, the latter being a plan intended 

exclusively to encourage savings by employees and their alignment with the company). In the merger with 

Optimus, the ZON Optimus Group received the share plans for employees of these companies, known as 

Optimus Plans.  
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71. VARIABLE COMPONENT AND PERFORMANCE 

 

The variable remuneration, using the components referred to above, seeks to consolidate a correct policy for 

setting objectives with systems that properly reward the ability to execute and to obtain results and to 

achieve ambitious performances, discouraging short-term policies and instead fostering the development of 

sustainable medium and long-term policies. The Share Plans approved at the general meeting on April 19th 

2010 imposed a deferral period of 3 years for the Executivo Sénior plan, in compliance with the legal 

requirements in force regarding variable remuneration deferral, and 5 years for the Standard plan. The 

Optimus Plans, transferred to ZON Optimus following the merger, were based on Sonaecom shares (the 

previous Optimus shareholder) and were converted to ZON Optimus shares during the merger. These Plans 

had been approved at the general meeting of Sonaecom and require a deferral period of 3 years. 

 

It should also be noted that despite the current Share Plans being deferred in time, the Remuneration 

Committee limited the transformation of rights awarded under the Executivo Sénior Share Plan to shares, at 

the end of respective 3-year period to the confirmation of Company’s positive results, which requires 

compliance with the following additional condition. 

 

The consolidated net situation in years n+1 or n+2 or n+3, depending on the year in question, excluding any 

extraordinary movements occurred after the end of year n, and discounting an amount for each financial 

year correspondent to a pay-out of 40% on the net profit in the consolidated accounts of each year of the 

deferral period (regardless the effective pay out), must be higher than the one calculated found at the end of 

financial year n. Extraordinary movements, in the period between year n and n+3, include capital increases, 

purchase or sale of own shares, extraordinary dividends, annual pay-out other than 40% of the consolidated 

profit of the respective business year or other movements that affect the net situation but do not arise from 

the company’s operating profits. The net situation of year n+1, n+2 and n+3 must be calculated based on the 

accounting rules used in financial year n, so that comparability is ensured. 

 

In the Optimus plans, their maturity depends on the overall success of the company, during the 3-year 

period, estimated according to objectives defined by the Remuneration Committee, for each 3-year period. 

 

The distribution of shares, under the approved plans, being totally dependent on group and individual 

performance, primarily aims to ensure the maximum creation of value in a medium and long-term 

perspective, thus encouraging sustainable policies in the long term. 
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These plans are described in a more detailed way in Paragraph 86 of Chapter VI below. 

 

The objectives that are assessed generally correspond to profitability and growth variables that ensure the 

development of the company and, consequently and also indirectly, national economy and its stakeholders 

as a whole. 

 

Ceilings on variable remuneration  

 

The value of the variable components (including the Share Plans), when the attribution is decided by the 

Remuneration Committee, is limited to a ceiling with regard to the fixed remuneration, in compliance with the 

best corporate governance practices in force on this subject. 

 

Guarantee of minimum variable remuneration 

 

There are no contracts with guaranteed minimums for the variable remuneration, regardless of the 

company’s performance, nor are there any contracts to mitigate the inherent risk of the variable 

remuneration. 

 

 

72. DEFERRAL OF VARIABLE REMUNERATION 

 
Half of the variable compensation that was attributed, i.e. the bonuses and shares attributed under their 

respective plans, was deferred for three years and its payment will dependent on a positive future 

performance. The definition of this condition for future access to the variable remuneration was already 

explained in the previous paragraph.  

 

 

73. ATTRIBUTION OF THE VARIABLE COMPONENT IN SHARES 

 
The general meeting approved a Share or Option Plan that authorised ZON Optimus to implement two Plans, 

one called Executivo Sénior and another called Standard. Some executive members of the Board of Directors  

 

are on both plans. In addition, following the merger by acquisition of Optimus SGPS, S.A., Sonaecom share 

plans were converted into ZON Optimus share plans (“Optimus Plan”), on the merger date. 
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In this context, reference is made that there are no hedging or risk transfer contracts concerning a predefined 

amount of the total annual remuneration of the executive directors. Consequently, the risk underlying the 

corresponding variability of the remuneration is not mitigated. 

 

 

74. ATTRIBUTION OF THE VARIABLE COMPONENT IN OPTIONS 

 
No remunerations in options are implemented for directors. 

 

 

75. ANNUAL BONUSES AND OTHER BENEFITS IN CASH 

 
Apart from premiums mentioned on paragraph IV from Chapter 77 bellow, it was also granted an 

extraordinary global value, non-recurring, of 1,325,000, with the following distribution: Rodrigo Costa (€ 

700,000), José Pedro Pereira da Costa(€ 250,000), Luís Lopes (€ 250,000) and Duarte Calheiros (€ 

125,000). 

 

 

76. SUPPLEMENTARY PENSION OR RETIREMENT SCHEMES 

 
There are no supplementary pension or early retirement schemes for directors. 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. DISCLOSURE OF REMUNERATIONS 

 

77. REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS 
 

In 2013, the remunerations of the members of the Board of Directors were as follows: 
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(1) Directors appointed on 1 October 2013. 

(2) Director resigned on 31 December 2013. 

(3) Executive director appointed as non-executive director on 1 October 2013. 

(4) Directors who left office on 30 September 2013. 

(5) Non-executive director appointed as executive director on 1 October 2013. 

          

 
    

FIXED 
REMUNERATION 

  
PROFIT SHARING/ANNUAL 

BONUS 
  

SHARE 
PLAN 

  TOTAL 

 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS                 

 
Miguel Almeida (1)   364.743   240.000   240.000   844.743 

 
Luis Lopes (2) (6)   419.379   200.000   -   619.379 

 
Ana Paula Marques (1)   203.567   140.000   140.000   483.567 

 
André Almeida (1)   224.024   140.000   140.000   504.024 

 
José Pedro Pereira da Costa   405.006   200.000   200.000   805.006 

 
Manuel Ramalho Eanes (1)   218.900   140.000   140.000   498.900 

 
Miguel Veiga Martins (5)   101.250   35.000   35.000   171.250 

 
Rodrigo Costa (3) (7)   516.338   202.500   276.254   995.092 

 
Duarte Calheiros (4) (7)   259.633   67.500   72.547   399.680 

 

NON EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTORS 

                

 
Jorge Brito Pereira (1)   47.355           47.355 

 
Ângelo Paupério (1)   25.454           25.454 

 
António Domingues   33.152           33.152 

 
António Lobo Xavier (1)   17.758           17.758 

 
Catarina Tavira   36.175           36.175 

 
Cláudia Azevedo (1)   17.758           17.758 

 
Fernando Martorell   33.152           33.152 

 
Isabel dos Santos   36.175           36.175 

 
Joaquim Oliveira   31.098           31.098 

 
Lorena Fernandes (1)   17.755           17.755 

 
Mário Leite da Silva   38.955           38.955 

 
Rodrigo Costa (3)   18.751           18.751 

 
Daniel Proença Carvalho (4)   184.198           184.198 

 
André Ribeiro (4)   20.851           20.851 

 
Lazlo Cebrian (4)   31.547           31.547 

 
Miguel Veiga Martins (5)   17.693           17.693 

 
Nuno Marques (4)   81.047           81.047 

 
Paulo Mota Pinto (4)   67.441           67.441 

 
Vitor Gonçalves (4)   88.415           88.415 

 
    3.557.571   1.365.000   1.243.800   6.166.372 
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The amounts shown in the table above were calculated on an accruals basis for Remuneration and Bonuses 

(short-term remunerations). The amount concerning the Share Plans corresponds to the estimated value to 

be assigned in 2014 regarding financial year 2013. Regarding of the Director Miguel Veiga Martins, the 

remuneration shown in the table above corresponds to the relative value for three months after his 

appointment, since until that time he did not receive any remuneration in the companies that merged into the 

ZON Optimus Group. 

 

 
78. AMOUNTS PAID BY OTHER COMPANIES IN THE “GROUP” 

 

Executive directors of ZON Optimus that also hold positions in other ZON Optimus Group companies do not 

receive any additional remuneration or other amounts in any ground whatsoever. 

 

 

79. PROFIT SHARING OR PAYMENT OF BONUSES 

 

During 2013 financial year no remuneration was paid in the form of Company’s profit sharing.  

 

The variable components to be paid based on the 2013 performance are described in Paragraph IV in 

Section 77. 

 

 

80. COMPENSATION TO FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 

 

As a consequence of the merger operation, in the financial year ended on December 31st 2013, the 

Company paid former-executive directors, for the termination of their duties and as a guarantee of non-

competition, approximately 2,7 million euros. 

 

 

81. REMUNERATION RECEIVED BY MEMBERS OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD 

 

The remuneration of members of the Supervisory Board, during 2013, was as follows: 
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The members of the Supervisory Board do not receive any variable component, nor are they involved in the 

ZON Optimus share plan. The remunerations received correspond to the period of 3 months (starting from 

October 1st 2013) since the date of their appointment. 

 

  

82. REMUNERATION OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE GENERAL MEETING 

 

As noted in number 11 of this report, during 2013 and until the election of the company boards on October 1st 

2013, at an extraordinary general meeting, the composition of the board of the company’s general meeting 

was as follows: 

 

• Júlio de Castro Caldas (chairman) 

• Maria Fernanda Carqueja Alves de Ribeirinho Beato (secretary) 

 

During 2013, the former chairman and secretary of the board of the general meeting received as fees in 

respect of five meetings, the total remunerations of 12,500 euros and 7,500 euros respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                
FIXED 

REMUNERATION 

AUDIT COMMITTEE                 

Paulo Mota Pinto               15.000 

Eugenio Ferreira               7.500 

Nuno Sousa Pereira               7.500 

                30.000 
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V. AGREEMENTS WITH REMUNERATION IMPLICATIONS 

 

83. LIMITS ON COMPENSATION FOR UNFAIR DISMISSAL 

 

The Directors of ZON OPTIMUS in the case of unfair dismissal are entitled to compensation for damages 

suffered in accordance with the applicable law and/or contract. 

 

84. COMPENSATION IN CASE OF DISMISSAL, UNFAIR DISMISSAL OR 

TERMINATION DUE TO CHANGE OF CONTROL (DIRECTORS AND 

EXECUTIVES) 

 

In the case of early termination of Directors’ term of office, in general, there are no additional compensatory 

conditions to those legally established, except in the case of a management contract that stipulates specific 

conditions in this matter. 
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VI. SHARE PLANS AND STOCK OPTIONS 

 

85. PLANS AND TARGETS 

 

The objectives of the share plan or options in force in the ZON Optimus group, submitted and approved at 

the general meeting on April 19th 2010, mentioning all the details needed to be assessed (including the 

respective regulations) are: 

 

 To ensure the loyalty of staff in the different companies of the Group; 

 To stimulate their creative and productive capacity and foster business profits; 

 To create favourable recruitment conditions for senior staff members and high strategic value 

workers; 

 To align the interests of the staff with the business objectives and the interests of ZON Optimus 

shareholders, rewarding their performance in relation to value creation for ZON Optimus 

shareholders, reflected in the value of its shares on the stock exchange. 

 

This plan, which applies to most employees (including executive directors), is one of the pillars that makes 

ZON Optimus a benchmark company in personal and professional development matters and stimulates the 

development and mobilisation of employees around a common project. 

 

The ZON Optimus share or option plan regulations were approved at the general meeting on April 19th 2010, 

and can be found on the company website. 

 

ZON Optimus defined three kinds of plans, described in more detail below, through which a maximum 

number of shares can be attributed. The number is approved each year by the board of directors and it is 

exclusively dependent on the compliance with the objectives established for ZON Optimus and on individual 

performance assessments. 

 

This compensation philosophy, including the share programmes below referred, apart from helping to align 

employees with the creation of shareholder value, is also an important loyalty mechanism and an incentive 

for savings, apart from bolstering the performance culture of the ZON Group, since their attribution depends 

on compliance with the corresponding objectives. 
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To make ZON Optimus a benchmark in terms of international remuneration practices, adopting the best 

models of market-leader companies, is the main goal of these Plans, which have three main objectives: 

alignment with sustainable and winning strategies, staff motivation and sharing of the created value. 

 

In addition, following the merger of Optimus SGPS, S.A. into the company, ZON Optimus took over 

responsibility for the share plans of the Optimus group companies, which are also described below. 

 

 

86. CHARACTERISATION OF PLANS 

 

“Standard” Share Plan 

 

A share plan for employees, regardless of their jobs, who are selected by the Executive Committee (or by the 

Remuneration Committee on proposal from the Chairman of the Board of Directors if the beneficiary is a 

member of the ZON Optimus Executive Committee).  

 

The vesting period for the shares in this plan is five years, the first vesting occurring twelve months after the 

period to which the attribution refers, at a rate of 20% a year. 

 

“Executivo Sénior” Share Plan 

 

A share and/or options plan for employees classified as senior executives, who are selected by the Executive 

Committee (or by the Remuneration Committee on proposal from the Chairman of the Board of Directors if 

the beneficiary is a member of the ZON Optimus Executive Committee). 

 

In this Plan, the share vesting period is three years from the date they are attributed, in other words they are 

actually handed over and made available only three years after they are attributed. 

 

The vesting of the shares attributed to ZON directors under this Plan, apart from being deferred for three 

years, is also dependent on the future positive performance of the company under the terms referred to in 

Section 71.. 
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Share Savings Plan 

 

The Shares Savings Plan is aimed at all Group employees regardless of their jobs and they may join without 

any prior assessment.  

 

The employees, in compliance with specific internal requirements, may invest up to 10% of their annual 

wages, up to a maximum of €7,500 a year, in the Share Savings Plan and the shares are bought with 10% 

discount. 

 

Optimus Plan 

 

The Optimus Plan is a benefits plan awarded on a discretionary basis, being deferred for a period of three 

years between the date of the award and the maturity date. Awards are made in March each year, in relation 

to the performance of the preceding year. The amounts awarded are calculated based on the application of 

the criteria described in the short-term variable component for the year in question. Historically, the amounts 

are awarded on March. The dates for exercising all the plans also are adjusted accordingly. Regarding 

members of the Executive Committee, the handover of the plan on the award date depends on the overall 

success of the company during this period, estimated in accordance with the objectives defined by the 

Remuneration Committee for each three-year period. 
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87. SHARE PLANS AND STOCK OPTIONS FOR WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES 

 

Conditions and Decision on the number of shares to attribute to beneficiaries 

 

The board of directors approves the number of shares and/or options that can be attributed in each Plan 

provided for in their regulations on a case by case basis, having as criteria the annual performance 

assessment of ZON Optimus.  

 

The Executive Committee shall select the beneficiaries of each Plan and decide on a case by case basis on 

attributing the shares to the eligible employees. The Remuneration Committee has this responsibility for 

Executive Committee members. 

 

The attribution of shares to the respective beneficiaries depends entirely on performance criteria, of both the 

Group and the individual. 

The number of shares to be attributed is established using the amounts that are set with reference to the 

percentages of the remuneration earned by the beneficiaries, taking into account the assessment of the ZON 

Optimus annual objectives as well as the assessment of individual performance. 

For the Optimus Plans, the target associated with the Plan is attributed at the beginning of each year, 

normally representing 100% of the target variable component for that year. On March of the following year, 

based on the percentage of achievement of the KPIs used for the bonus and based on the shareholder value 

created in the medium term, the target amount is increased or reduced accordingly and the resulting amount 

is converted into shares through the division by the average share price over the last 30 trading sessions. 

These shares, or the equivalent value in cash, are delivered after a deferral period of 3 years. This delivery 

depends on the overall success of the company during this period, estimated in accordance with the 

objectives set by the Remuneration Committee for each three-year period. However, should dividends be 

distributed or if the nominal value of the shares or share capital is changed during the deferral period, the 

initial number of shares under the Plan will be altered to reflect the effects of these changes, so that the Plan 

is aligned with the total return achieved. With the merger of Optimus into ZON, the Sonaecom Share Plans 

were converted into ZON Optimus shares, based on the exchange ratio of the merger operation. 

 

Attribution of Options 

 

The attribution of options, exclusive to the Executivo Sénior plan, consists of the right to buy a specific 

number of ZON Optimus shares at a previously fixed price, during or at the end of a particular period of time  
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The beneficiaries of the Executivo Sénior plan can select the composition of the Plan between shares and 

options in order to adapt it to their risk profile. In this plan they can opt for the following compositions: (i) 50% 

shares and 50% options (ii) 75% shares and 25% options and (iii) 100% shares. The options can be 

exercised after the vesting period and for a period of three years. 

 

The economic value of the options corresponds to their market price or, if there is none, to the value 

determined by the Black-Scholes mathematical model. 

 

The exercise price for the options corresponds to the weighted average of the closing prices of ZON Optimus 

shares on the last 15 days before respective attribution. 

 

Until de present time, the Board of Directors never considered on whether to attribute shares or options under 

the Executivos Séniores plan. 

 

On December 31st  2013, the plans open were the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the financial year ended on December 31st 2013, movements under the Plans are detailed as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

NUMBER 
OF 

STOCKS 
SENIOR PLAN             

2011 PLAN           201.000 
2012 PLAN           191.000 
2013 PLAN           191.000 

STANDARD PLAN             
2009 PLAN           53.733 
2010 PLAN           122.606 
2011 PLAN           191.505 
2012 PLAN           247.214 
2013 PLAN           306.801 

OPTIMUS PLAN             
2011 PLAN           1.395.587 
2012 PLAN           1.493.519 
2013 PLAN           1.152.759 

        

    SENIOR PLAN   STANDARD PLAN   OPTIMUS PLAN 

BALANCE AT 31st DECEMBER 2012:   918.000   1.057.648   - 

YEAR MOVEMENTS             

Entry of companies   -   -   4.496.518 

Assigned   356.375   332.634   - 

Exercised (invested)   (645.875)   (373.641)   (100.005) 

Cancelled/Extinct/Adjusted   (45.500)   (94.782)   (354.648) 

BALANCE AT 31st DECEMBER 2013:   583.000   921.859   4.041.865 
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Share plan costs are recognised in the accounts over the period between the award and the vesting date of 

those shares. Total responsibility for the Plans is calculated taking into consideration the share price at the 

award date and for the Optimus Plans, the award date corresponds to the date of the merger (time of the 

conversion of the Sonaecom share plans into ZON Optimus shares). As at December 31st 2013, liabilities for 

these plans are 14,297 thousand euros recorded under Reserves. 

 

In addition, in the first half of 2013 ZON Optimus implemented the Share Savings Plan, also established in 

the regulation approved by the General Meeting of Shareholders. This plan is open to all staff in general, that 

if they meet internally defined criteria, they may invest up to 10% of their annual salary in this plan, up to a 

maximum of 7,500 euros per year, with the benefit of purchasing shares with a 10% discount 

 

Under the Share Savings Plan launched in 2013, ZON Optimus staff bought 28,298 shares. 

 

 

88. CONTROL OF STAFF PARTICIPATION IN THE CAPITAL 

 

Restrictions on the transfer of shares 

 

The rights to the shares attributed can only be sold after respective the vesting period, the length of which 

varies according to the Share Plan, being three years for Executivo Sénior and for the Share Plans of Optimus 

Companies and five years for the Standard plan (with annual vesting of 20%), according to the conditions 

described above. In the case of directors who are beneficiaries of Share Plans, the transfer of the shares also 

depends on an extra condition related to the existence of future positive company profits, also described on 

section 71. 

 

Power of management bodies to modify the Plans  

 

The General Meeting may modify the Share Plans, notwithstanding it having authorised the Board of 

Directors to introduce the changes to the respective Regulations that may be necessary or convenient for its 

proper interpretation, integration or application, so long as those changes do not affect the basic conditions 

provided for therein. However, no changes have been made to date. 
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E. TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES 
 

I. MECHANISMS AND CONTROL PROCEDURES 

 

89. CONTROL MECHANISMS FOR RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 

ZON OPTIMUS has established control mechanisms and procedures for the company’s transactions with 

qualifying shareholders, or with entities with which they are in any relationship, pursuant to Article 20 of the 

Portuguese Securities Code. 

Pursuant to Article 3.1(o) of the delegation of powers of management by the Board of Directors to Executive 

Committee, the delegation did not cover the entering into of any transactions, between the company and 

shareholders with qualifying holdings representing 2% or more of the voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) 

and/or entities related to than in any way pursuant to Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related 

Parties), in excess of the individual amount of 75,000 euros or the aggregate annual amount per supplier of 

150,000 euros (without prejudice to the transactions having been approved in general terms or in terms of 

framework by the Board of Directors). 

In turn, Article 2.9(g), also of the delegation of powers of management by the Board of Directors to the 

Executive Committee, determines that the Chairman of the Executive Committee is responsible in particular 

for ensuring that the Board of Directors is informed, quarterly, of the transactions that, in connection with the 

delegation of powers of the Executive Committee, have been entered into by the Company and shareholders 

with qualifying holdings representing 2% or more of the voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) and/or 

entities related to than in any way pursuant to Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related Parties), 

when in excess of the individual amount of 10,000 euros.. 

The Audit and Finance Committee, as a specialist committee of the Board of Directors, scrutinises these 

matters, Article 4(h) of its regulations determining that, its powers include, in particular, the power to analyse 

transactions between the Company and Shareholders and shareholders with qualifying holdings representing 

2% or more of the voting rights (Qualifying Shareholders) and/or entities related to than in any way pursuant 

to Article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code (Related Parties). 

In addition, pursuant to recommendation V.2 of the CMVM Corporate Governance Code (2013), under the 

terms of Article 3.1(s) of the Regulations of the Audit Committee, this body is responsible, in particular, for 

issuing a prior opinion on relevant business activities with qualified shareholders, or entities with which they 

are in any relationship, according to Art. 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code; 

 

It is to be noted that, in 2010, the Company approved, through its supervisory body – the Audit Committee – 

Regulations for the Provision of Services by External Auditors, which laid down, in particular, procedures and 

criteria that are required  to  define  the  relevant level of  significance of business with  holders of  qualifying  
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holdings – or entities with which they are in any of the relationships described in Article 20.1 of the 

Portuguese Securities Code – and thus business of significant importance is dependent upon the prior 

opinion of that body. 

 

ZON OPTIMUS did not carry out any deals and transactions that are of financial significance to any of the 

parties involved with members of the board of directors or audit committee or controlled or group companies, 

except for those business deals or transactions conducted under normal market conditions for similar 

transactions and are part of the company’s current business. 

 

 

90. TRANSACTIONS SUBJECT TO CONTROL AND 91. INTERVENTION OF THE 

SUPERVISORY BODY FOR PRIOR ASSESSMENT OF THESE 

TRANSACTIONS 

 

The above-mentioned Regulations on Transactions with Shareholders and/or entities with which they are in 

any of the relationships described in article 20.1 of the Portuguese Securities Code (related entities) lays 

down internal procedures for control of transactions with qualified participations, considered suited to the 

transparency of the decision-making process, defining the terms of intervention of the Audit Committee in 

this process. 

 

Thus, without prejudice to additional obligations, pursuant to these Regulations, by the end of the month 

following the end of each quarter, the Executive Committee shall inform the Audit Committe of all the 

transactions made in the previous quarter with each qualifying shareholder and/or related party. 

 

Transactions with qualifying shareholders and/or related parties require a prior opinion from the Audit 

Committee in the following cases: (i) transactions whose value per transaction exceeds a particular level set 

forth in the Regulations and described in the table below; (ii) transactions with a significant impact on the 

activities of ZON OPTIMUS and/or its subsidiaries due to their nature or strategic importance, regardless of 

their value; (iii) transactions made, exceptionally, outside normal market conditions, regardless of their value. 

 

Types and values of the transactions to be considered for the purposes of point (i) above: 
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Type: Value 

 

Transactions – Sales, services, purchases and 

services obtained 

 

 

More than EUR 1,000,000 

 

Loans and other funding received and granted 

 

 

More than EUR 10,000,000 

 

Financial investments 

 

 

More than EUR 10,000,000 

 

 

The prior opinion of the Audit Committee required for the transactions referred to in points (i) and (ii) above 

will not be necessary in the case of: (i) interest and/or exchange rate hedging transactions through trading 

rooms or auctions and (ii) financial investments through trading rooms or auctions. 

 

Without prejudice to other transactions subject to the approval of the Board of Directors by law and under the 

company’s articles of association, this body is responsible for authorising transactions with qualifying 

shareholders and/or related parties when the opinion of the Audit Committee referred to in the preceding 

paragraph is not favourable. 

 

For the Audit Committee to appreciate the transaction in question and issue an opinion, the Executive 

Committee must provide that body with all necessary information and a reasoned justification. 

 

The assessment to authorise and issue a prior opinion applicable to transactions with qualifying shareholders 

and/or related parties should take into account, among other relevant aspects, the principle of equal 

treatment of shareholders and other stakeholders, the interest of the company and the impact, materiality, 

nature and justification for each transaction.  
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II. ELEMENTS RELATING TO THE BUSINESSES 

 

91. LOCATION FOR THE PROVISION OF INFORMATION ON RELATED PARTY 

TRANSACTIONS 

 

The accounting documents where information is available on business with related parties are available at the 

Company headquarters and on its website. 

(http://www.zonoptimus.pt/institucional/PT/Investidores/informacao-financeira/Paginas/reportes-

financeiros.aspx) 
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PART II 

 

1. Identification of the Corporate Governance Code adopted 

 

Pursuant to Article 2.1 of CMVM Regulation No. 4/2013, on corporate governance, ZON OPTIMUS adopts the 

Recommendations set out in the CMVM “Code of Corporate Governance”, in the version published in July 

2013 (available at:  

http://www.cmvm.pt/CMVM/Recomendacao/Recomendacoes/Documents/Código%20de%20Governo%20d

as%20Sociedades%202013.pdf). 

 

2. Analysis of compliance with the Code of Corporate Governance adopted 
 

This report aims to fulfil the obligation for annual publication of a detailed report on corporate governance 

structure and practices, pursuant to Article 245A of the Portuguese Securities Code, applicable to the issuers 

of shares traded on a regulated market situated or operating in Portugal. 

 

In addition, this report describes the corporate governance structure and practices adopted by the Company 

in compliance with the CMVM Recommendations on corporate governance, in the version published on July 

2013, as well as with best international corporate governance practices, having been drawn up in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 7 of the Portuguese Securities Code and Article 1 of CMVM Regulation No. 

4/2013. 

 

The following table presents: i) a summary of CMVM Recommendations on Corporate Governance, in the 

version published in 2013; ii) the corresponding level of compliance by ZON OPTIMUS, as at 31 December 

2013; and, also iii) the Chapters of this Corporate Governance Report that describe the measures taken by 

the Company to comply with the aforementioned Recommendations of the Portuguese Securities Market 

Commission. 
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PORTUGUESE SECURITIES MARKET 

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 

 

DETAILS OF THE 

ADOPTION OF THE 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

NOTES 

 

REPORT 

 

I - GENERAL MEETING 

   

    

 

I. VOTING AND CONTROL OF THE COMPANY 

   

 

I.1. Companies shall encourage shareholders to 

attend and vote at general meetings and shall 

not set an excessively large number of shares 

required for the entitlement of one vote, and 

implement the means necessary to exercise 

the right to vote by mail and electronically. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 12 

 

I.2. Companies shall not adopt mechanisms 

that hinder the passing of resolutions by 

shareholders, including fixing a quorum for 

resolutions greater than that provided for by 

law. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 14 

 

I.3. Companies shall not establish mechanisms 

intended to cause mismatching between the 

right to receive dividends or the subscription of 

new securities and the voting right of each 

common share, unless duly justified in terms of 

long-term interests of shareholders. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 12 
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I.4. The company’s articles of association that 

provide for the restriction of the number of 

votes that may be held or exercised by a sole 

shareholder, either individually or in concert 

with other shareholders, shall also foresee for a 

resolution by the general assembly (five year 

intervals), on whether that statutory provision is 

to be amended or prevails – without super 

quorum requirements as to the one legally in 

force – and that in said resolution, all votes 

issued be counted, without applying said 

restriction. 

 

 

 

NA 

  

 

 

NA 

 

I.5. Measures that require payment or 

assumption of fees by the company in the 

event of change of control or change in the 

composition of the Board and that which 

appear likely to impair the free transfer of 

shares and free assessment by shareholders of 

the performance of Board members, shall not 

be adopted. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 2, 

4 

    

 

II. SUPERVISION, MANAGEMENT AND 

OVERSIGHT 

   

    

 

II.1. SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT 

   

 

II.1.1. Within the limits established by law, and 

except for the small size of the company, the 

board of directors shall delegate the daily 

management of the company and said 

delegated powers shall be identified in the 

Annual Report on Corporate Governance. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 21, 

28 

 

II.1.2. The Board of Directors shall ensure that 

the company acts in accordance with its 

objectives and shall not delegate its 

responsibilities as regards the following: i) 

define the strategy and general policies of the 

company; ii) define business structure of the 

group; iii) decisions considered strategic due to 

the amount, risk and particular characteristics 

involved. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 21, 

28 
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II.1.3. The General and Audit Committee, in 

addition to its supervisory duties supervision, 

shall take full responsibility at corporate 

governance level, whereby through the 

statutory provision or by equivalent means, 

shall enshrine the requirement for this body to 

decide on the strategy and major policies of 

the company, the definition of the corporate 

structure of the group and the decisions that 

shall be considered strategic due to the 

amount or risk involved. This body shall also 

assess compliance with the strategic plan and 

the implementation of key policies of the 

company. 

 

 

 

 

NA 

  

 

 

 

NA 

 

II.1.4. Except for small-sized companies, the 

Board of Directors and the General and Audit 

Committee, depending on the model adopted, 

shall create the necessary committees in order 

to: 

   

 

a) Ensure a competent and independent 

assessment of the performance of the 

executive directors and its own overall 

performance, as well as of other committees; 

 

Adopted 

  

Numbers 24, 

27, 29 

 

b) Reflect on the system structure and 

governance practices adopted, verify its 

efficiency and propose to the competent 

bodies, measures to be implemented with a 

view to their improvement. 

 

Adopted 

  

Numbers 27, 

29 

 

II.1.5. The Board of Directors or the General and 

Audit Committeed, depending on the 

applicable model, should set goals in terms of 

risk-taking and create systems for their control 

to ensure that the risks effectively incurred are 

consistent with those goals. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 50, 

55 

 

II.1.6. The Board of Directors shall include a 

number of non-executive members ensuring 

effective monitoring, supervision and 

assessment of the activity of the remaining 

members of the board. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 18 
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II.1.7. Non-executive members shall include an 

appropriate number of independent members, 

taking into account the adopted governance 

model, the size of the company, its shareholder 

structure and the relevant free float. The 

independence of the members of the General 

and Supervisory Board and members of the 

Audit Committee shall be assessed as per the 

law in force. The other members of the Board 

of Directors are considered independent if the 

member is not associated with any specific 

group of interests in the company nor is under 

any circumstance likely to affect an exempt 

analysis or decision, particularly due to: 

 

 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

 

 

Number 18 

 

a. Having been an employee at the company 

or at a company holding a controlling or group 

relationship within the last three years; 

   

 

b. Having, in the past three years, provided 

services or established commercial relationship 

with the company or company with which it is 

in a control or group relationship, either directly 

or as a partner, board member, manager or 

director of a legal person; 

   

 

c. Being paid by the company or by a 

company with which it is in a control or group 

relationship besides the remuneration arising 

from the exercise of the functions of a board 

member; 

   

 

d. Living with a partner or a spouse, relative or 

any first degree next of kin and up to and 

including the third degree of collateral affinity 

of board members or natural persons that are 

direct and indirectly holders of qualifying 

holdings; 

   

 

e. Being a qualifying shareholder or 

representative of a qualifying shareholder. 

   

 

II.1.8. When board members that carry out 

executive duties are requested by other board 

members, said shall provide the information 

requested, in a timely and appropriate manner 

to the request. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 18 
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II.1.9. The Chair of the Executive Board or of the 

Executive Committee shall submit, as 

applicable, to the Chair of the Board of 

Directors, the Chair of the Supervisory Board, 

the Chair of the Audit Committee, the Chair of 

the General and Supervisory Board and the 

Chairman of the Financial Matters Board, the 

convening notices and minutes of the relevant 

meetings. 

 

 

Adopted 

 

  

 

Numbers 18, 

28 

 

 

II.1.10. If the chair of the board of directors 

carries out executive duties, said body shall 

appoint, from among its members, an 

independent member to ensure the 

coordination of the work of other non-executive 

members and the conditions so that these 

members can make independent and informed 

decisions or to ensure the existence of an 

equivalent mechanism for such coordination. 

 

 

 

NA 

  

 

 

NA 

    

 

II.2. SUPERVISION 

   

 

II.2.1. Depending on the applicable model, the 

Chair of the Supervisory Board, the Audit 

Committee or the Financial Matters Committee 

shall be independent in accordance with the 

applicable legal standard, and have the 

necessary skills to carry out their relevant 

duties. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 

18,32 

 

II.2.2. The supervisory body shall be the main 

representative of the external auditor and the 

first recipient of the relevant reports, and is 

responsible, inter alia, for proposing the 

relevant remuneration and ensuring that the 

proper conditions for the provision of services 

are provided within the company. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 34 

 

II.2.3. The Audit Committee shall evaluate the 

external auditor on an annual basis and 

propose to the competent body its dismissal or 

termination of the contract as to the provision 

of their services when there is a valid basis for 

said dismissal. 

 

 

Adopted 

 

  

 

Number 34 
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II.2.4. The Audit Committee shall evaluate the 

functioning of the internal control systems and 

risk management and propose adjustments as 

may be deemed necessary. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 34 

 

II.2.5. The Audit Committee, the General and 

Supervisory Board and the Audit Committee 

decide on the work plans and resources 

concerning the internal audit services and 

services that ensure compliance with the rules 

applicable to the company (compliance 

services), and should be recipients of reports 

made by these services at least when it 

concerns matters related to accountability, 

identification or resolution of conflicts of 

interest and detection of potential 

improprieties. 

 

 

 

Adopted 

 

  

 

 

Number 34 

    

 

II.3. REMUNERATION SETTING 

   

 

II.3.1. All members of the Remuneration 

Committee or equivalent should be 

independent from the executive board 

members and include at least one member 

with knowledge and experience in matters of 

remuneration policy. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 67 

 

II.3.2. Any natural or legal person that provides 

or has provided services in the past three years, 

to any structure under the board of directors, 

the board of directors of the company itself or 

who has a current relationship with the 

company or consultant of the company, shall 

not be hired to assist the Remuneration 

Committee in the performance of their duties. 

This recommendation also applies to any 

natural or legal person that is related by 

employment contract or provision of services 

with the above. 

 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

 

Number 67 

 

II.3.3. A statement on the remuneration policy 

of the management and supervisory bodies 

referred to in Article 2 of Law No. 28/2009 of 

19 June, shall also contain the following: 

 

Adopted 
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a) Identification and details of the criteria for 

determining the remuneration paid to the 

members of the governing bodies; 

   

 

b) Information regarding the maximum 

potential, in individual terms, and the maximum 

potential, in aggregate form, to be paid to 

members of corporate bodies, and identify the 

circumstances whereby these maximum 

amounts may be payable; 

   

 

c) Information regarding the enforceability or 

unenforceability of payments for the dismissal 

or termination of appointment of board 

members. 

   

 

II.3.4. Approval of plans for the allotment of 

shares and/or options to acquire shares or 

based on share price variation to board 

members shall be submitted to the General 

Meeting. The proposal shall contain all the 

necessary information in order to correctly 

evaluate said plan. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

II.3.5. Approval of any retirement benefit 

scheme established for members of corporate 

members shall be submitted to the General 

Meeting. The proposal shall contain all the 

necessary information in order to correctly 

evaluate said system. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

    

 

III. REMUNERATION 

   

 

III.1. The remuneration of the executive 

members of the board shall be based on 

actual performance and shall discourage 

taking on excessive risk-taking. 

 

Adopted 

  

 

III.2. The remuneration of non-executive board 

members and the remuneration of the 

members of the Audit Committee shall not 

include any component whose value depends 

on the performance of the company or of its 

value. 

 

 

Adopted 
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III.3. The variable component of remuneration 

shall be reasonable overall in relation to the 

fixed component of the remuneration and 

maximum limits should be set for all 

components. 

 

Adopted 

  

 

III.4. A significant part of the variable 

remuneration should be deferred for a period 

not less than three years, and the right of way 

payment shall depend on the continued 

positive performance of the company during 

that period. 

 

Adopted 

  

 

III.5. Members of the Board of Directors shall 

not enter into contracts with the company or 

with third parties which intend to mitigate the 

risk inherent to remuneration variability set by 

the company. 

 

Adapted 

  

 

III.6. Executive board members shall maintain 

the company’s shares that were allotted by 

virtue of variable remuneration schemes, up to 

twice the value of the total annual 

remuneration, except for those that need to be 

sold for paying taxes on the gains of said 

shares, until the end of their mandate. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

III.7. When the variable remuneration includes 

the allocation of options, the beginning of the 

exercise period shall be deferred for a period 

not less than three years. 

 

Adopted 

  

 

III.8. When the removal of board member is not 

due to serious breach of their duties nor to their 

unfitness for the normal exercise of their 

functions but is yet due on inadequate 

performance, the company shall be endowed 

with the adequate and necessary legal 

instruments so that any damages or 

compensation, beyond that which is legally 

due, is unenforceable. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

    

 

IV. AUDITING 
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IV.1. The external auditor shall, within the scope 

of its duties, verify the implementation of 

remuneration policies and systems of the 

corporate bodies as well as the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the internal control 

mechanisms and report any shortcomings to 

the supervisory body of the company. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 42 

 

IV.2. The company or any entity with which it 

maintains a control relationship shall not 

engage the external auditor or any entity with 

which it finds itself in a group relationship or 

that incorporates the same network, for services 

other than audit services. If there are reasons 

for hiring such services - which must be 

approved by the Audit Committee and 

explained in its Annual Report on Corporate 

Governance - said should not exceed more 

than 30% of the total value of services 

rendered to the company. 

 

 

 

Adopted 

 

  

 

 

Numbers 37, 

47 

 

IV.3. Companies shall support auditor rotation 

after two or three terms whether four or three 

years, respectively. Its continuance beyond this 

period must be based on a specific opinion of 

the Audit Committee that explicitly considers 

the conditions of auditor’s independence and 

the benefits and costs of its replacement. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Number 47 

    

 

V. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

  

 

V.1. The company’s business with holders of 

qualifying holdings or entities with which they 

are in any type of relationship pursuant to 

article 20 of the Portuguese Securities Code, 

shall be conducted during normal market 

conditions. 

 

Adopted 

  

Numbers 10, 

89, 90, 91 
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V.2. The supervisory or oversight board shall 

lay down procedures and criteria that are 

required to define the relevant level of 

significance of business with holders of 

qualifying holdings - or entities with which they 

are in any of the relationships described in 

article 20.1 of the Portuguese Securities Code – 

thus significant relevant business is dependent 

upon prior opinion of that body. 

 

 

Adopted 

  

 

Numbers 10, 

89, 90, 91 

    

 

VI. INFORMATION 

   

 

VI.1. Companies shall provide, via their websites 

in both the Portuguese and English languages, 

access to information on their progress as 

regards the economic, financial and 

governance state of play. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 59, 

60, 65 

 

VI.2. Companies shall ensure the existence of 

an investor support and market liaison office, 

which responds to requests from investors in a 

timely fashion and a record of the submitted 

requests and their processing, shall be kept. 

 

Adopted 

  

Number 56, 

57, 58 

 

 

Global assessment of the degree of adoption of Recommendations from the Corporate Governance Code 

 

ZON OPTIMUS adopts all the applicable recommendations set out in the Corporate Governance Code, with 

the exceptions of Recommendations 1.4, 11.1.3 and 11.1.10 of the aforementioned code, which it deems not 

applicable to the Company. 

 

 

 




